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HU Faculty Evaluates
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Casey
Named
Music
Chair

Razing The Roof

Liberal Arts Program
By BLAKE MATHEWS
assistant news editor

A committee of professors
from every deparrmenc has been

"We're trying to be
more flexible. Still,
I can't foresee any
drastic trimming."

meeting weekly for more than a
year. Jes purpose: to evaluate and
pos.sibly alter the list of required
courses at Harding University.
With 54 credit hours ofrequired
courses, Harding scudenrs have
a long list of "gen-eds" standing
between them and a diploma. The
Harding Web site explicitly states

the university's "commitment to
intellectual excellence through a
strong liberal arts foundation," but
on their journey from orientation

to graduation, many students
find themselves in classes char
have nothing to do with their
career path.
The current sec of required
courses was esrablished in the early
1990s. Since then, Harding has
added courses and disciplines that
reflect the demands of a changing
job marker. How then will a core
currirulum more than a decade old
change to match the rimes'

"A good case is being made
for everything we are currendy
doing," said Dr. Dennis Organ,
the chairman of the Liberal Arts
Coffimirtee char is taking a look
at what Harding expects of all
its students. "We did a prerry

exhaustive srudy of whar other
schools comparable to us do for
their liberal acts programs."

For students worrying about
rheir lisr of gen-eds gerting even
longer, Organ said Harding's
'expectations
"ori the nigh end
of whar ocher schools do." If any

are

changes are made, srudenrs will
probably have more conrrol over
their schedules.

Dennis Organ
professor of English

Shearin Eyes
Return To
Classroom

"We're rrying robe more flexible," Organ said. "Srill, I can'r
foresee any drastic trimming."
Organ said faculty input

and information gathered from
senior exit surveys motivated
the committee's review of the

By CARA GUGLIELMON

liberal arts program. Probably
the biggest catalyst for change,
though, would be rhe growing
number of specialized fields chat

named Dr. Warren Casey its new

Harding has begun investing in.
Students majoring in mechanical

chair alter former chair Dr. Arthur
Shearin asked in November to

engineering, pharmacy and other

return to teaching full-rime.

assistant copy editor
Harding's Department of Music

disciplines that require more

The change will officially rake
place May I 0, 2008.

hours spent within their field

would benefit from a shorter
li st of gen-eds.

Shearin served as the department chair

"The greatest pressure for

for 15 years,

change is that i~'s hard for some

making conui-

majors to get all their curriculum

burions including directing

in," Organ said. "We want these
students to know this will be a
program that will allow you to
advance in your career."
1~ he committee hasn't dolle

the concert
choir and co-

anything official yet, and any
decisions approved by the fuculty
would not cake effect until fall
2009 at the earliest. Seil!, some
of rhe 54 credit hours are part of
the Harding experience and ace

Center.

ordinating the

department's
move into
che Reynolds
Beyond

contributing
to the depart-

nor going anywhere.
"Eight of those hours ace in the
Bible d!Partment, and we know
those eight hours are something

most other schools don)t have,"
Organ said.
Though nor one of the 16
see GEN-EDS page 3a

ment, he served
many years as
an Alpha Chi
TAYLOR DURRAM I !he Bison
High winds ripped off sections of the Reynolds Building's roof and damaged the pharmacy building's construction site Tuesday afternoon. Video of the damage can be found at Dr. Mark Elrod's
blog atwww.markaelrod.net.

Zion Gym Teams Up With Underground Coffeehouse
By JARED ABELSON

day passes, semester passes and

student reporter

school year passes. The gym has
also started offering new special

The Underground Coffuehouse

races to entice beginners ro start

and Eatery wants every student at
Harding to know about its new
roommate this semester. On Jan.

climbing.
Even though drastic changes

19, Zion Rock Gym officially

derground, the coffeehouse st ill

re-opened for business in its ne\v
location , which can be found

offers the same menu items and
live music that Harding students
have grown used to.

inside the Underground.

"We're starting a new beginning here at Zion, and it affects
everything from our walls co
our pricing," Zion owner Sean
Hudkins said.
Aside from the obvious change
of venue, the rock gym has ex-

panded their hours to cater to any
student's hectic schedule. Zion will
be open from I p.m. co midnight
Sunday through Thursday, I p.m.
to I a.m . on Fridays and IO a.m.
to l a.m. on Saturdays.
Although location and hours
TAYLOR DURHAM fThe Bison
A climber scales the wall at Zion Rock Gym on Wednesday afternoon. Zion, founded in 2005, has recently
moved into the extra space at the Underground Coffeehouse.

SA Pushes For Additional Holidays

are being made around the Un-

Students also will still have access

co wireless lnrernet and an open
stage to perform live music.
"We want to keep the atmosphere here the way it is, with
lots of live music on the stage
whenever possible," owner Jeff

Rhodes said.
However, Zion does nor stand
alone in making changes.
"Harding students ace just now

starting to find us for breakfast,"
Rhodes said. "And we have always
served food all the way until we

close."

have changed, Zion's prices have
not increased. Jn fact, prices have
actually gone down to accommo-

soon be comin g t~ the Under-

date student climbers, by offering

see ZION page 3a

Ocher new offerings chac will

Etch-A-Sketch

Faculty To Vote Next Month On SA's Proposal
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH

our principles-both Christian

has the most school days in ses-

news editor

and academic-I believe we are

sion when compared with seven

saving our school from future
hardships."
Aside from recognizing impor-

other Church of Christ-affiliated

Aspiring to foster more furnily
time and relaxation for Harding

tant holidays, further reasoning
for this proposal stems from the
hope that students will refresh
themselves from their studies

and Lipscomb. Including exams,

and that faculty members will
spend time with their families.
Additionally, it is desired that

days per semester.

students and faculty, the Student Association has proposed
rhat classes not be in session for
Martin Luther King Jr. Dayand
Labor Day.
"The rationale behind this
proposal is very simply the SA'.s
belief that the things which set

Harding apart from the rest of
the world sho uld be based on
Christian principles, not the
neglect of historically significant
national holidays," SA President
Charlie Walker said. "Harding
provides the world with plenty

of ammunition for attack because
of our Christian faith; if we can
avoid providing further ammunition without compromising

students reflect upon the meanings behind the holidays.
"Faculty members have children
out of school on these days; Hard-

universities, including FreedHardeman, Abilene Christian

both semesters, while runner-up
Freed-Hardeman has 77 or 78

ing Academy recognizes both of

to the student public at January's

issue for a great portion of the

faculty meeting, but more is
required for this proposa l to

with faculty and administration
members and collected data.

rake effect.

Their data revealed chat Harding

Walker said, "A calendar change
see SA page 3a

an elder at College Church of
Christ and chair of the worship

ministry among his other church
activities.
"Teaching is the noblest calling
for fuculty," Shearin said. "That's

where most of us .start, and char
is a great place to end."
Shearin said he wants to give
another individual the opportunity
to lead and contribure ideas to future music depamnenc furultyand
students. He will direct the concert
choir one more year and his plans
indude increasing rime \vi th his wik
Sheri and his grandchildren, time
working in the church and time
spent teaching and singing.
Replacing Shearin, Casey has

extensive experience in the music
world. He has led the music education program, directed rhe band
for 14 years and jazz ensembles for
more than 25 years '\fld worked with

musical presentations including
Spring Sing and Homecoming.
Casey's resume also includes international experience in scholarly
and professional activities and in
teaching at Harding's international
programs. Recently, Oisey has been

transcribing the music of Italian
composer Carlo della Giacoma
in Todi, ltaly. Part of the Harding faculty since 1982, Casey
has received the Distinguished
Teacher Award twice.
"Ir's very sobering co think chat
your colleagues will be depending
on you to cepresenc them and what
they believe the future holds for
the music department accurately,"
Casey said.
The music faculty wanted a

new directions.

This proposal was introduced

fall semester; they have met

SHEARIN

professional
organizations. Shearin is also

ulty, understand the deparunent's
workings and help implement

Even though Harding has a
longer Thanksgiving break of
five days compared to the average
break of three days, it still harbors

these holidays," Walker said.
The SA has worked on this

held offices in
several of his

department chair able to represent their current and future
concerns, \Vork well with the fac-

Harding has 80 school days for

the largest collective number of
school days of the universities
examined.

sp onsor an d

ALYSSA MORAN I The Bison
Junior Katherine Lemley sketches during a recent meeting of
Souvenirs.

"I thought I might have at least
two of those covered,'' Casey said.
"So I put my hat in the ring."
Caseywilloontinuereachingwith
1lli newpasition. Alongwith the music
fuculcy, he plans to review the music
cuniculum to improve subject maner
and teaching methods, evaluate the
effiniveness ofcurrent advertising of
the department and connect fua.tlty's
personal growth goals co their desire
ro ronnect with alumni and current
and potential students.
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Palestinians Flood

Into Egypt
Hamas militants in the Gaza Strip set off bombs
in the border town of Rafah Wednesday, destroying
a section of the Israeli-built security wall between
Gaza and Egypt.
Since then, over half of the 1.5 million Palestinians living in Gaza, who have struggled to survive
under a week-long total Israeli blockade, have
flooded into Egypt to purchase food, clothes, fuel,
cigarettes and all manner of badly-needed supplies.
The security wall was built as Israel's response
to repeated rocket attacks by Hamas fighters on
Israeli border towns. Many in both the Israeli and
U.S. governments worry that the breach will allow
Hamas to smuggle more weapons back into Gaza.
However, Israel's deputy defense minister Matan
Vilnai hinted that Israel might be ready to give
control of the Gaza Strip over to another party.
Egypt has responded by turning Palestinians away
with barbed wire and water cannons, claiming that
it will reseal the wall and return the border situation
to normal.
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Apple Releases New
Macbook Air
Do good things really come in small packages?
Apple thinks so, and is out to convince everyone
with Uthe world's
thinnest notebook," the new
Macbook Air.
At three-fourths
of an inch high
and weighing
Macbook Air
three pounds, the
Macbook Air is small enough to be slipped into and
ot:Jt of a manila envelope, as Apple CEO Steve Jobs
recently demonstrated to a gathering of computer
manufacturers.
The sleek machine is perfect for the business
traveler or students with already-heavy backpacks,
though purchasing a Macbook Air could take a
lot of the heft out of your wallet, too. Starting at
$1,800, and without features like Ethernet ports or
a removable battery, the new Macbook may not be
for everyone.
·-: f '"''
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Actor Ledger Dies

The body of Australian actor Heath Ledger was
found in his Manhattan apartment last Tuesday. He
was just 28.
Discovered by his
housekeeper, Ledger's
body was fou11d lying close
to bottles of sleeping pills
and.anti-anxiety medication, all of which were
prescription. The NYPD
originally looked at the
situation as "a possible
I
overdose," but those
LEDGER
close to the actor insist
that it was "accidental."
Already the star of films like "The Patriot,"
"Brokeback Mountain" and "A Knight's Tale," Ledger
was "just taking off," as actor Mel Gibson put it,
and many of his contemporaries expressed their
grief and disappointment at the young star's passing.
As his family and fans mourn, critics of Ledger
are also using this opportunity to be heard. Fox
News radio host John Gibson took a moment to
mock the late actor on his show, and the Westboro
Baptist Church has announced plans to protest any
public services for Ledger.

Kitten Flies Away
From Home
Stowing away in her owner's suitcase, 1Omonthold tabby cat Gracie May took a two and a half hour
flight from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., to Fort Worth, Texas,
where she was picked up by a total stranger.
After grabbing the wrong suitcase and discovering its ·contents, the man called Gracie May's home
in Florida and agreed to hold on to the kitten until the
family could come pick her up.
"I accidentally picked up your husband's luggage,"
the man explained to Kelly Levy, the owner of the
flying feline. "And when I opened the luggage a cat
jumped out."

ALYSSA MORAN !The Bison
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The record for
sit-ups at Harding's men's
intramural sports skills
"ups" contest.

a.

Students climb one of the large pecan trees on the lawn of the Ganus Athletic Center. Harding students and faculty gather pecans around the
lawn during the winter months.

"Our security, our prosperity and our environment all require reducing
our dependence on oil."
- President Bush, in his
final State of the Union speech
on Monday. In addition to alternative energy sources, Bush also
touched on economic worries,
immigration and the War on Terror.

"BRADY-GIVE THE GIANTS
THE BOOT."
- Sign held by a New
England Patriots fan during
a send-off party as the team
leaves to play the New York Giants at the Super Bowl. P atriots quarterback Tom Brady, who
reportedly has a minor ankle
sprain, appeared at the gathering without his walking boot or a
limp.

"Yee-haw! Excellent"
- Commander Peggy
Whitson, after completing a risky
spacewalk that restored power to
the international space station.
Working with the station's solar
energy system meant working in
the dark to avoid electric shock.

"There was a big enough
audience looking to have
silly, mindless fun at movie theaters."
CJ
- Paul Dergarabedian of
Media By Numbers, on why the
spoof film "Meet The Spartans"
outsold the return of iconic hero
"Rambo" at the box office. "Meet
The Spartans," which lampoons
as much of pop culture as it can
in 84 minutes, was panned by
critics but pulled in $18.7 million
in its opening weekend.

"If we attack the metro,
the emergency services
can't get there."
-An informant from
a Barcelona-based terror cell,
relaying the words of a wouldbe suicide bomber. The Islamic
extremists were planning attacks
on public transport across Europe before their arrest in Spain.

"Convenient access,
lower prices, safety, anonymity."
- Vincent Mehdizadeh,
speaking on his company's new
medical-marijuana vending machines operating in Los Angeles.
The machines, which require a
prescription, offer five strains of
the herb: Platinum Kush, Fire 0.
G., Bubba Kush, Purple Kush and
Wild Cherry.
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Gen-Eds: Under Review

Rain, Rain Go Away

CONTINUED from 1 a

"For all my qualms
about change, it's
good to evaluate
what you're trying
to accomplish with
your gen-ed program,
and if it's strayed from
that purpose, how to
correct it."

professors on the committee,
Dr. Steven Frye is one faculty
member with interest in the fare
of the liberal arts program.
"The burden of education has
become a bit cumbersome," Frye
said. "For all my qualms about
change, it's good to evaluate what
you're trying to accomplish with
your gen-ed program, and if it's
strayed from that purpose, how
to correct it."
Though he said he agrees thac
the liberal arts program needs
to be reviewed, Frye wonders
about the school's motiva tion
for any changes that might be
made.
"We ought to be looking to
the educational values that we
are imparting to our students,"
Frye said.
He said he thinks pare of
Harding's motivation lies in
"wanting to be more attractive

Steve Frye
professor of comm unication

in marketing" itself, bur that the
faculty members should stay true
to what they "believe is at the core
of a liberal arts curriculum."
fu for which courses will stay
and which will go, Frye said he
thinks bias among the faculty is
unavoidable.
"I'm sure my science friends
would say we need more sciences,
not less."

Zion: Gym More Accessible

ALYSSA MORAN IThe Bison
Sophomore Lauren Smith and senior Bobby Geery walk from lunch in the cafeteria during ThUrsday's rainstorm. The freezing rain was a

first of its kind for the winter months.

Employers Look For Specific Qualities In Grads
By J.J. ALANTARA
U-Wire

The four qualities that were
rated as the biggest problem in
college graduates were critical
thinking, writing, self-direction
and global knowledge.
More than 40 percent of
employers said graduates are not
weU prepared in global knowledge
and self-direction.
"[Critical thinking] is extremely

BAIDN ROUGE, Li. -Students
may need to find other ways to
attract job recruiters aside from
their 4.0 GPA'.s.
A recent study "released by the
Association of American Colleges
and Universities said "multiplechoice tests and institutional assessments were judged ineffective important/' said Amanda Newsome, recruiter for Center Point
by em players."
A majority of employers think Energy. "We're looking for people
less than half of college graduates . w.ho can not just read a book.
have the sufficient set of skills and but can understand beyond what
knowledge needed ro advance they're reading."
The study also found that
in a job.
While 56 percenrofCEOs and employers do nor find college
presidents have confidence that transcri prs to be very useful.
college graduates will succeed in Only 13 percent of employers
enrry-levd positions, 58 percent of find transcripts to be extremely
CEOs and presidents believe only useful.
"No matter their position or
some or very few graduates have
the
size of their company, emthe skills to be promored.
Employers who were surveyed ployers indicate that the college
were asked to evaluate 12 quali- transcript does not provide them
ties in college graduates and rate much help in assessing college
them by which ones they feel graduates' potential for success,"
the AACU scudy said.
students are nor prepared in.
Rachel Patout, director of
The qualiti es include teamwork, ethical judgment, intercul- recruiting for Northwestern
tural skills, social responsibility, Financial Network of Louisiana,
quantitative reasoning, ora l said she does not necessarily look
communication, self-kno\vledge, at GPA because students with
adaptability, critical chinking, a medium GPA tend to have
writing, self-direction and global brighter personalities or are social
in nature.
knowledge.

"No matter their
position or the size
of their company,
employers indicate
that the college
transcript does not
provide them much
help in assessing
col lege graduates'
potential for success."
AACU Survey
"GPA, for us, is acrually nor too
important," said Violet Tremblay,
course manager for the Princeton
Review. "It will back upwhacwe're
looking for, but it's not the first
thing we look ac."
The largest issue in the study
was what employers thought
about multiple-choice tests of
general content knowledge. A
mere 7 percent of employers find
multiple-choice rests to be very
effective in judging students'
knowledge.
About 69 percent >aid internships
and community-based projects are
the most effeccive way to ensure a
students' knowledge or skill in a
particular industry.
"I don't personaUy like mulciplechoice tests because you can be
tricked much easier," said Anne

Perrone, marketing director for
the Princeton Revie\V.
Patout said she likes the balance between multiple-choice
tests and rests that demonstrate
analytical reasoning. Patout said
it is sometimes good to have
multiple-choice tests because, in
the real world, students are ofcen
given choices between a definite
number of answers.
The AACU also asked employers how they would advise colleges
on how to develop their methods
for assessing students' knowledge
and skill-base.
Faculty-evaluated internships
were rated by SO percent of
employers to be the best way to
determine students' knowledge.
Essay rests that measure problem
solving and analytical thinking
skills came second with 35 percent
of employers having confidence
that it is a good way to determine
students' knowledge.
MuJciple-choice rests, however,
received only 5 percent approval
from employers.
"A lot of students chink tl1ey can
come in with an engineering degree
and be automatically promoced,
but it's more about being involved
in your company," Newsome said.
"Being an active partner and feeling
likyou can add volue-ifyoushow
you can add value, then those are
good ways co get promoted."

CONTINUED from 1a
ground are movie nigh rs and viewings of "American Idol" and the
Super Bowl.
While rock-climbing is not
wildly popular on campus yet,
many regular student climbers at
rhe gym have high hopes about
more traffic funneling into the gym
with its new location.
''They will definitely get a lot more
climbers, because the Underground
gets a lot more business," senior
kinesiology major Tiffany Berken
said. "The gym is more accessible
now because they are only a mile
and a half away from campus."
fuide from offering new walls
and cheaper prices, the gym also
includes a pro shop where climbers can buy all of their necessary
climbing gear.
"We still have our pro shop with
everything from climbing gear, harnesses, rope and anything ebe needed
for climbing," Hudkins said.
Hudkins also said that once a

"It is an exciting time
for us, and if anyone
has time to come and
check it out, we would
love for anyone to see
what we have going

on."
Sean Hudkins
O\.vner, Z ion Rock Gym
''Weh:M:aminiltryon W«lnc.:lay
nighcwherewe open up the gym to
high school and junior high kids,"
Hudkins said.
Hudkins and his staff said ther.
are always open to share their personal faith to anyone inrerested, 3Jld
invite anyone interested in sharing
in their ministry to stop in.
The expansion of both the Underground aod Zion Rock Gym are
still underway, and students should
look to see even mare surprises in
the future.
"It is an exciting time for us,
and if anyone has time to come
aod check it out we would love fur
anyone to see what we have going
on," Hudkins said. "We are still
exploring what we can do now that
we're here at the Underground."

semester the gym hosts a loose compecicion where all holes aod routes
are changed, for those interested in
more serious climbing.
Even more opportunities exist
at the gym for those interested in
using rock climbing as a ministry.

SA: Holidays Help Students
CONTINUED from la

like this must have faculty approval. If the faculry votes yes
it's a go; if not, it won't happen.
I want to encourage students to
ask their teachers to vote yes."
Ir is worth noting that both
holidays fall early in the semester;
for this reason, the SA wou ld
be open to a "Harding Labor
Day" a little later in October.
but Walker said rhac on Martin

Luther King Jr. Day, "we don't
recognize someone like Martin
Luther King based on conve.
"
n1ence.
"A holiday in each semester
will still allow Harding to remain
head and shoulde rs above the
crowd from a Christian and
academic standpo int," Walker
said "We can do it and still be
a strong, academically reputable'
institution." ·
·

Ticket Accouncement for
Henderson State, CSTV Game
All reserved seats are sold out, not only for the Feb. 23 game vs.
Henderson State, but for the entire season. A limited number of

general admission tickets will be available for the Feb. 23 game.
They will be distributed in this way:
H_arding University students will have the first opportunity to
pick up their general adm ission tickets on Feb. 11. On Feb. 12,
Harding University faculty and staff and Bison Boosters will
have the opportunity to pick up their tickets. A certain number
will be sold to Henderson State University for their fans through
their Athletic Director.
Once these tickets are distributed, and in the unlikely event
there are any remaining, we will sell them to the general public.
However, we do not anticipate any ti ckets remaining. We do
·

expect this game to be SOLD OUT.
For all other games, all reserved seats are already sold out.
You may purchase general admission tickets only at the door.
General admission tickets are first come, first serVed. Come out
and support the Lady Bi sons. Their games begin at 5:30, doors
open at 4:30. Coming early to watch our Lady Bi sons will give
you better choices of seating in the general admission sections.

The Bisons play at 7:30.

, _. 8 1'Bi------

TO ADVERTISE CALL: 501-279-4330

RF~8Ce;I. ,

Advantage, REALTORS·~Owned Md Operated

Judy Hoggard -G<U, c""
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CeL 501 .593.1aoo
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Phil Hoggard
Sales Asoociare
Cell: 501.953.1700
Emal: fitl@h:>gga1d1eam.com
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College of Pharmacy Receives Pre-Candidate Status
By BETHANY LOFTIS
student reporter
After four years ofplanning and
hard work, Harding Un iversity's
College_ofPharmacy has received
pre-candidate accreditation. The
College of Pharmacy plans co accept 60 students into its first class
that will begin in the fall semester
of2008.
"Receiving our pre-candidate
accreditation status was the culmination of m uch hard work on
the pare of the faculty and staff
of the college as well as university
administrators and supporters," said
Dr. Julie Hixson-Wallace, Dean of
the C ollege of Pharmacy. "I am
very grateful to be working with
such ;i wonderful group of people
who m ade this accomplishment
possible."
The accreditation process has
three steps. First, there is the application process. The n ext step
is the self-study in which the ap-

"Receiving our
pre-candidate
accreditation status
was the culmination
of much hard work
on the part of the
faculty and staff of the
college."
Jtil1{, I lixon-Wallac-e
dean. college of pharmacy

plying college has to demonstrate
39 different steps for their College
of Pharmacy. The final step is a
visit from members of the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy
Education.
H arding's College of Pharmacy
had to submit its self-study twice.
After the initial visit from the
ACPE in May 2007, the college
had a few things to do before it
could receive pre-candidate status.
The ACPE returned in November

2007 and granted the College of
Pharmacy pre-candidate status in
the accreditation process.
The College of Pharmacy had
planned to begin classes the fall
semester of2007. When the program
did not receive pre-candidate status
in May 2007, it had to postpone
its beginning though it had already
accepted 40 students co begin that
semester. Approximately 30 of the
previously accepted students still
plan co arrend Harding's program
when it begins in full 2008. Of the
60 prospective students for the fall
2008 semester, only 25 percent
are expected to have completed
undergraduate work at Harding
University.
The College of Pharmacy will
remain in pre-candidate status until
June 2009 when it will receive
candidate status. They will apply for
full accreditation after the first class
graduates in June 2012. Harding
has been planning for the College
of Pharmacy since 2004.

Hixson-Wallace was hired as the
dean of the College of Pharm acy
in August 2006. She received her
doctor of pharmacy degree from
Mera:r University Soud1em School of
Pharmacy in Atlanta and completed
her residency at Dekalb Medical
Center in Atlanta. She practiced at a
community hospital for a few years.
She then took a full-time faculty
position with Mercer University
Southern School ofPharmacy from
1994 until 2006 where she was most
recently serving as me assistant dean
for administration.
She received her appointment
as dean of Harding's College of
PharmacyinAugust2006. Harding
began hiring additional faculty in
January 2007.
The College of Pharmacy is a
fuur-yearprogram. Aftercompletion
students will receive meir doctor
of Pharmacy. Students applying
for chis program must have finished a minimum of three years
of undergraduate work.
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Construction workers walk through the interior of the Center for Health
Science on Wednesday. The building will hold the College of Pharmacy.

Roosevelt
Institution
Fosters P rojects

Molding Clay

soon be placed on each hall of me
dorms, and once a week the bins
will be collected and recycled here
A think tank of public policy in Searcy. Soon, a student-faculty
issues for the nation's students, committee will be formed to oversee
me Roosevelt Institution is a non- the project.
The second project is co help
profit national organization whose
purpose is co involve students across Searcy Mayor Belinda Laforce
me country to make a real change communicate more effectivelywim
in our nation. Harding University me citizens and co reach out co the
is now part of me national "think community. Junior David Manes is
tank."
in cl1e process ofmeeting with local
The goal is to create positive change government officials co determine
the best approach.
in the government, environment,
The next project is also still in
and communities ofme universities
associated with the Institute. Harding the planning stages. It is a way to
established its chapter in the fall of reduce me cost of drilling in White
2007 through the Political Science County and to determine how to
department under me leadership of improve the roads co prevent them
Dr. Mark Elrod, a professor in rhe from being dan1aged during the
Political Science Deparm:1cnt, ai:id oil drilling.
'
TT .,-!;·~;.,_
· cl' has
JU d1JLJ V~
senior Brett Keller.
nar...,,'5curren y
20mem- '
Each summer members of hers involved in its chapter o(tlie ' 1" ·;
the Institution gather to create Roosevelc Institution. Students'
policies about mree pressing issues majors range &om Political Science
that they see need co be changed. and Business co Public AdministraThis year the areas of community tion and Public Relations. Chris
development, criminal justice and McNeal, Public Relations officer
increasing voter participation in the and senior Political Science major,
upcoming election were selected to said he is encouraging students to
be me cargec focus for me Harding attend their meetings and become
more involved in these issues.
Chapter.
Currently, the Institute is in- Although a majority of members
volved in four projects co improve are Political Science majors, they
the Searcy community. The first are looking for more than just
is a newly implemented recycling Political Science majors to m ake
policy on Harding's campus. After chis institution a success.
For more in fo rmation O Q.
visiting Hendrix College in Conway.
Ark., ideas were formed about how Harding's chapter and the naco be environmentally conscious tional Roosevelt Institution, visit
at H arding. A recycling box will www.roosevel tinstituti~n.org.

By MARISSA SHEPARD
student reporter
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Sophomore Hannah Baxter sculpts a piece of pottery Wednesday d uring class in t he Stevens Art Building.

Bandwidth Increase Necessary
By FARRON MARTIN
student reporter
M ore Internet access? Faster
Internet speed ? Students all over
campus are asking mese questions
this semester. Everyone has noticed
a better In ternet connection, a
more reliable and an even faster
connection. Well, it rums out
chat all of chis is true.
E ntering Harding last fall,
students expected certain norms
returning to campus. However,
what they didn't expect was poor
Internet service. So, typical of20year-olds, everyone turned ro the
H arding faculty and staff looking
for answers about something they
had no control over.
Lase semester everyone on
campus deaJcwim the frustrations
of slow Internee and being kicked
off of the system on a regular basis.
H owever, chis semester all of that
is going to change . According
to Keith Cronk, C IO and Vice

Cronk also said chat Harding
President ofIS&T, the Internee
"This is more
will soon get another increase
will be better than ever.
bandwidth than the
of bandwidth.
"Last semester, the Internet
dorms have ever
"Typically, we add a liccle more
usage was pushed to a new high
o perated o n, but it is
bandwidth every 12 co 18 months,
for Harding; never have we used
but chis year we will be adding
so much Internee bandwidth on
definitely needed."
chis campus," Cronk said.
even more in the next couple of
Harding is not the only uniKeith Cronk months," Cronk said.
CIO & Vice President, IS&T
Instead of j us t h aving 85
versity or college going through
megabits of bandwidth, H arding
these Internee frustrations. Every
campus in me area has experienced bandwidth. According to Cronk, will soon be operating on 100
a surge in Internee usage. Just like the bandwidth on campus is megabits ofbandwidm. This means
the rest of the world, Harding split into two different sections, what is fast now will soon be even
students are turning more and dorms and operational buildings, faster and more reliable.
The future seems co be looking
more coward me Internet for news, typically with a 60:40 ratio.
entertainment, and connections Instead of dorms operating on up for students on campus and
with friends and family all over 30 megabits of bandwidth they for faculty, since they too felt
the globe. From watching "Grey's will now be operating on 50 the inconveniences of slowed
Internee service. However, don't
Anatomy" co emailing Aune Sue megabits.
"This is morebandwidth than expect co gee wireless anytime
in Botswana, the Internet usage
has more than doubled for many the dorms have ever operated soon in the dorms. According
on, buc it is definitely needed," co Cronk, wireless in che dorms
campuses around the nation.
would be even more unreliable
To Harding's good forcune, Cronk said.
Now 30 megabits of band- than che Ethernet is now. For
over the Christmas holiday the
Internee increased from operating width, instead of 15 megabits, now, most students said they are
on 45 megabits of bandwidth are allocated to facu lty and edu- happy just having che Internet
running.
to operating on 80 megabits of cation areas, such as the library.

Your dad will love gett ing a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you .
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Microbiology

ALYSSA MORAN IThe Bison
Junior Cortney Owen tests samples Jan. 24 d uring associate
professor of biology Dr. Steve Moore's microbiology class.
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By SHAWN GUDE

It was that strategy, not Giuliani's

one President Jimmy Carter ran

U-Wire

strong national security talking
point that ultimately finished

about 30 years ago.
The UI professor also said

Two men with oppo s ite
campaign strategies in disparate
parties chose the same solution

him off, C ovingto n said.
"His m=ge was pretty nanow,

bur so was his basis of appeal,''
Covington said. "He didn't have
a lot going for him besides the

presidential race.
UI political science Associate
Profes.sor Cary Covington pointed

argument that he was strong on
national security ... So he was
playing to his strength."
The Giuliani loss especially

oUr the differences, asserting that

hurt for UI student Sarah

Edwards' campaign - although
it ultim ately failed - ran a

Milani , who campaigned for
him in Iowa, then went to the

smarter one char competed in
early states.

Sunshine State for three days to
continue campaigning for the
former mayor.
The loss came as a surprise,

Gi uliani, he said, was a different story.

as well.

"Giuliani ignored c lear

"He had a great following
in Florida," said Milani, who
said it was the right rime for

evidence of at least the past 30
years of presidential-nomination contests and decided not
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By MARISSA SHEPARD

student reporter
thi nk tank of public policy
s for the nation's studen ts,
sevelt Institution is a non-

t national organization whose
is to involve students across

ountry to make a real change
nation. Harding Universiry

publican said the former mayor
still had a chance after herring

govern1nent officials to determine

e government, environment,
mmuniti~ of the universicies

the best approach.

· ted with the lnstirute. Harding
l.ished its chapter in the full of
through the Political Science
ent under rhe leadership of
ark Elrod, a professor in the
:ical Science Department, and
or ~rett Keller.
oa~h summe r m ei/:i~er> of

The next project is also still in
the planning stages. Jr is a way to

reduce the cost of drilling in White
County and ro determine how to
improve the roads to prevent them

from being damaged during the
oil drilling.
t'l
,, ! V ll iJU V~
rnud.ing currently has 20 mern- '
~hers inv6lved ifi' i1:S' Chapter qfJl;!e :i'"' ~

:ies about three pressing issues

Roosevelt Jnstirution. Students'
majors range from Political Science

they see need to be changed.

and Business to Public Adminiscra-

year the areas of community

target focus for the Harding
pter.

tion and Public Relations. Chris
McNeal, Public Relations officer
and senior Political Science major,
said he is encouraging students to
attend their meetings and become
more in vo lved in these issues.

:urrendy, the Institute is in~d in four projects to improve
~earcy community. The first

Although a majority of members
are Political Science majors, they
are looking fo r more rhan just

lnstirurion gather ro crea te

·lop1nent, crimi nal justice and
~ing voter participation in the
1ming d ecrion ,.,,ere selecrcd to

Le

on a Florida win, but it was a
"very risky" strategy.

communicate more effectively with
the citizens and to reach out to the

~

environmentally conscious

arding. A recycling box will

implications for the ongoing race.

Which states hold primaries during Super Tuesday?
Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey,
Ne.w Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Utah, West Virginia
*Republican Caucus only
**All of State's Democratic delegates are forfeit

Distinguished Speakers List Includes Czech President

By CHRISTIE CRONK

Walker said. "This involves the

stude nt reporte r

discussing of more options fo.r

meal plans, suggesting ways to
improve the laundry facilities,

Throughout the year, the
Student Association is responsible

working with physical resources

for events and changes around
campus. Most of these changes

on campus and exploring the

go unnoticed from the outside,
but-j'gT SA is busily working
behin'l! 'the scenes each day to
accomplish a new goal.
Each year the student body
deers candidates fur president, vice
president and class representatives.
The people who are elected work
all year to accomplish their goals.

new things planned.
"Every day there is work
being done that is SA-related,"
Walker said. "The SA works
together for the most part. It's
a team atmosphere. However, a
lot of the responsibilities lie in
the committee chairs."
"Our goal is to continue
to address students' concerns"

Vlicrobiology

tion races could also have further

New York Sen. Hillary Clinton and
Illinois Sen. Barack Obama.
"I think Edwards was just
squeezed by two very good cand.idates," Covington said. "I don't
think he did anything wrong,
but he clearly had an uphill fight

Spring ·s emester

i n fused into the upcoming
semester, and the SA has a few

www. rooseveltinstituti ~n.org.

Giuliani and Edwards' depar-

ASI Announces Spring Slate

A lot of hard work has been

tional Roosevelt Institution, visit

Michigan - Clinton; Romney**
Nevada - Clinton; Romney
South Carolir.ia - Obama; McCain
Florida - Clinton; McCain**

SA Has New Plans For

Senior C harlie Walker serves as
the current SA president, while
senior Michael White assists as
the vice president.

iewly implemented recycling · Political Science majors to make
y on Harding's campus. After this insti tu ti on a success.
For m o re i nfo rmat ion on
1g Hendrix College in Conway,
ideas were formed about how Harding's chapter and the na-

Wyoming - Romney*
New Hampshire - Clinton; McCain

tures from their party's nomina-

other front-runners in the race:

4 delegates

Who's won what?
Iowa - Obama; Huckabee

Giuliani endorsed Arizona Sen.
John McCain, a move that Baker
thinks will greatly aid McCain,
especially in key sta~es like New
York and California.
UI Democrats President Atul
forever 'and' always to win the Nakhasi said he could see Edwards
nomination."
endorsing Obama, but there's also
Edwards' strategy was to con- , a possibility Edwards could stay
centrate his ~lliCCS on early states
out completely.
that he could win, Covingron said,
Ir's fun to speculate," he said.
following a strategy not unlike the "It's so hard to call, though."

agreed with Covington's assessment, arguing. that Giuliani's
main mistake was leaving Iowa
too soon. The prominent Re-

committee will be furmed to oversee
the project.
The second project is to help
Searcy Mayor Belinda Laforce

hegooli< co create positive change

Juntunen said. " But it made
it very hard to break into the
discourse."

Greg Baker, the president
of the UI College Republicans,

in Searcy. Soon, a student-faculty

communiiy. Junior David Manes is
in the process of meeting with local

nothing like Iowa ."

came in third in the state's Jan .

dorms, and once a week the bins

"

w part of the national "think

where he thought he wo uld do

29 primary.

will be collected and recycled here

Ron Paul -

attention is harder to attract.

there's nothing wrong with that,"

The only problem? The two

John McCain - 93 delegates
Mitt Romney - 59 delegates
Mike Huckabee - 40 delegates

Also, Juntunen said, it hu i;t that
Edwards didn't look like the
candidate of change.

the third place fini sh. "It was
said Edwards' campaign wasn't
poorly-run or executed.

Republican candidates need to win 1, 191 delegates.
Who's Leading?

Without funds, Junrunen said,
fewer staffers can be employed,
less ads can be run and media

"We weren't the minority, and
we weren't the woman - and

On the opposing side, Covington

Democratic candidates need to win 2,025 delegates
co secure their party's nomination. Who's Leading?
Barack Obama - 63 delegates
Hillary C lin ton - 48 delegates

rather than a clear alternative."
UI student Mike Juntunen,
president of Hawkeyes for Edwards, saw one main problem
with his candidate's campaign:
not enough money.

her candidate drop out after

lightly in early states like Iowa,
decided to devote much ofhis time
to carnpaign.ing in Florida.
But his strategy fuled when he

soon be placed on each hall of the

Ed.wards' populist message wasn't

detrimental ro his candidacy.
"I think it got consumed by
larger, optimistic calls for change,"
Covington said. "It became kind of
a variant of that [change message],

co compete at the beginning,
and, rather, to wait for a state
well." Covington said.
Giuliani, who campaigned

Roosevelt
I nstitution
osters Projects

5a

Dropouts Add Intrigue To Presidential Primaries
Wednesday as Democrat John
Edwards and Republican Mayor
Rudy Giuliani dropped out of the

ruction workers walk through the interior of the Center for Health
ce on Wednesday. The building will hold the College of Pharmacy.
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to improve the flooding situation

" I am really looking
forward to [seeing]
what Charlie and the
SA have planned for
us this semester."

possibiliry of having distances
marked around campus so that

Seth Ogburn
JUnlOr

students can see how fa r they

walk each day."
Every Thursday in chapel
Charlie or the SA will make an
announcement informing the
students of what is going on.

"I am really looking forward
to and excited to see what Charlie

and the SA have planned for us
for this semester," junior Seth

Ogburn said. "I am looki'ng
forward ·to the SA-run chapel
on Thursday."
With one semester under

his belt, Walker said he feels
more prepared for the spring
semester.
" Ir takes about a semester
to actually figure out how this

place operates on a day-to-day
basis," Walker said.
However, the SA still accom-

plished a lot throughout the fall
semesrer. They accomplished

things such as adjusting the
open-house poHcy, making the
hours longer and more consistent.
They made the election process
more convenient for the students

by allowing them to vote online.
Also , they assisted the local
Bald Knob school system that

By HAYLEY TODD
Student Re porte r

that has represented clients such as

The American Studies Institute
along with they Young Americans
Foundation, Harding College of
Nursing, Sears Lecture Series and
the White County Medical Center
will welcome three distinguished
speakers this semester.

The upcoming speakers include
David Barton, Fred Gray and
Vaclav Klaus the President of the
Czech Republic.
The first speaker will be David
Barton, founder and president of
WallBuilders, a national pro-fam-

ily organization which distributes

was in need.
Several service projects are

historical, legal and statistical
information. Barron also serves as
a consultant to state and federal

planned for this upcoming

legislatures and has participated

semester. The SA is continuing
to work with Bisons for C hrist,

in cases at the Supreme Court.

but they are also looking into
some new activities. Currently,

the SA is thinking about a way
to help the Rose family who
is suffering from a tragic loss.

Another goal is to create better
unity between the many service groups on campus such as

Bisons for Christ and Harding
in Action.

Fred Gray will be the next
speaker fur ASL Gray is an attorney

Barton will be speaking on Feb.
12 at 7:30 p.m.
"Daxid Barton is a very sought
after speaker," said Dr. Bob Reely,
Associate Executive Director of the
American Studies Institute, "Our
hope is that his topic of''America's
Gcxlly Heritage" will allow others to
see that our founding futherswece not
as politically divided about religion
as politicians are today."

Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King,
Jr, and the men of the Tuskegee
Institute Study. He is also a retired
minister of the Churches of Christ.
Gray is scheduled to speak March
13 ar 7:30 p.m.
"Gray will be speaking about
professional ethics, particularly
surrounding the Tuskegee Institute
Study," Reely said. "I believe this

ASI Schedule
• David Barton , founder and

President of WallBuilders:
February 12 at 7:30 p.m.
• Fred Gray, attorney and
retired Church of Christ min·

ister: March 13 at 7:30 p.m.
• llaclav Claus, President of
Czech Republic: April 24 at
7:30 p.m.

subject is topical co students of

all majors."
The last speaker of the year will
be Vaclav Klaus, president of the

Czech Republic. Klaus studied at
the Prague School of Economics,
graduating in 1963.
President Klaus entered politics

in 1989. In 1991 he became the
Assisrant Professor of Economics
at Charles University. Four years
later he was appointed Professor

"Our hope is that
[David Barton's] topic
of "America's Godly
Heritage" will allow
others to see that
our founding fathers
were not as politically
divided about religion
as politicians are
today."

of Finance at the Prague School of
Economics. On February 28, 2003
Klaus was elected President of the
Czech Republic. Klaus is scheduled
to speak April 24 at 7:30 p.m.
"I believe each one of these

porrunity for students to broaden

speakers have enormous strengths

their global perspective, as well as

BOB REELY
assoc.executive director, ASI

they can bring to the students

gain an appreciation for being an

here," said Reely. "This is an op-

American citizen."

Saturday, Nov.10th

There are 5, 744 students
on Harding's main campus ...

... do they know who you are?

ALYSSA MORANIThe Bison

1ni or Co rtney Owe n tests samples Jan. 24 during associate

·ofessor of biology Dr. Steve Moo re's microbiology class.
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y memories of Christmas
in China, it are related to
several symbols, such as
a Christmas tree, Christmas dinner,
Santa and presents. However, after
having a real Christmas with a Christian family in America, Christmas, for
me, means a lot more - love.
My first Christmas in the U .S.
began the day before Christmas Eve.
Once I got to my friend's house in
New Jersey, I could smell Christmas:
A fat Christmas tree with dozens of
decorations and lights was shining
in the living room, speaking out that
Christmas was coming.
On Christmas Eve, her family started to prepare for the coming
holiday. We went shopping and tried
to choose the best presents; we stayed
up wrapping presents and got up early
to prepare for the Christmas dinner:
turkey, mashed potatoes, green beans,
carrots and spaghetti; we talked about
Santa during dinner; we cheered "Merry Christmas;" we hugged, laughed
and even cried. What a memorable
. , Christmas qayl .
" • For me, an Asian, everything is
familiar just like a TV show I have
watched before, but it is also completely new to me. The moment we
opened presents together reminded
us of family relationships, friendships,
happy memories and love we have
shared with each other. Even though I
was just a guest in my friend's family,
I received a lot. Not just physical gifts,
but also love and hospitality from this

Guest

Space
"After having a real Christmas
with a Christian family, Christmas means a lot more - love."
American family.
In the following days, Christmas continued. We visited friends and relatives,
still ate Christmas food, still said "Merry
Christmas", still received Christmas gifts
and still enjoyed this important holiday.
Thank God, I had my first real Christmas, a lovely holiday.
The Christmas story in my friend's
family didn't stop yet. We planned to go
to New York a few days after Christmas.
When I got up in the morning, I was
shocked by the scene in the kitchen. The
whole family was busy preparing food,
and there were more than 30 food packages already prepared.
"How hungry this family is," I said
to myself "Thirty bags of food for a
one-day visit to New York; that could
feed me for a whole week."
"We will visit some homeless people
in the station and give them some food.
That's another Christmas tradition. We
want to do something for the poor."
"But I didn't see any poor people

there," I said.
"They are always there, just you
don't know them." My friend's answer
made me embarrassed.
I had been in New York for a few
days, and the only thing I did there
was shop, shop and shop. The glorious
decorative lighting, the come-and-go
busy traffic, the forest-like skyscrapers
and various kinds ofluxuries always
led me to be lost. In my memory,
New York is a city full of rich celebrities and full of miracles. People there
have a faster pace and seldom would
slow down to notice the people who
huddled themselves in the corners. I
didn't notice them either.
When we arrived at Penn Station
near Times Square, the most prosperous area in New York, we carried the
food, slowed down and looked for the
homeless people. As my friend said
before, they are everywhere: in the
corners, near garbage bins, in the shadows. We gave them food, shook hands,
talked for a while and told them useful
information. As return gifts for our
help, we received several wishes of
"Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year" from these homeless people on
that day, and they became my special
and precious Christmas presents.
See, Christmas seems to never end.
And my "first" Christmas will never
end either.
NICOLE TAN is a guest contributor
for the Bison and may be contacted at jtan @harding.edu.
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students,
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ne of American females' top
priorities is to be thin and
attractive. I know because
I'm one of them; I'm friends with
them; I listen to them. Without outer
beauty and physical perfection, many
girls may think they can't amount to
anything worthwhile in life. It's a sad
fact I attribute largely to the effects of
the media, of which I'm a blossoming
pseudo-member (I'm a public relations
major) . Don't worry; I'm shaking the
chiding finger at myself too.
Females are bombarded with images
of beautiful celebrities and models in a
constant flow of media - magazines,
television, movies, newspapers, advertisements, billboards, even in cartoons and
video games. It is a no-win situation for
any woman with a "less-than-perfect"
body.
I've read the research. In a 2004 study
published in the Earing Disorders journal,
women felt more dissatisfied with their
bodies after viewing advertisements with
ideally-thin models than after they saw
regular product advertisements.
This shows what I've always suspected
to be true: Women feel inadequate, even
sub-par, compared to the airbrushed,
professional models draped across their
fashion and fimes.s magazine spreads (who
happen to be wearing the latest size two
body-glove-like jeans). Why the shift
over the years from the normal looking
women who captured the public eye to
the glorification ofwaif-like excuses for
femininity?
Marilyn Monroe, the epitome of a
mid-20th century sex symbol, was at least
a size 12 in her heyday of Hollywood
success. Why does a Kate Hudson or
Jennifer Anniston-type body s.hape so
often garner the modern limelight? All
three women are undeniably beautiful, but if Jennifer suddenly gained 10
pounds, inching her way up to a size six
- heaven, forbid - the tabloids would
be all over her butt, literally.
It's sad to see the cover headlines
of modern fashion magazines. Here's

dgar Allan Poe once wrote
a poem complaining about
bells, in which he used the '
word "bells" more than 60 times.
Here's a sample: "Oh, the bells,
bells, bells! I What a tale their terror
tells I How they clang, and clash,
and roar! I What a horror they
outpour."
I am invoking the great Poe to
support my clarion call for change at
Harding. Every hour at 10 minutes
till the hour, the classroom bells
peal forth in all their irritatingly
shrill glory. In the American Studies
building, the ring lasts a total of
eight minutes, driving students outdoors in search of quiet. We must
get rid of those bells.
I have three reasons for this radical proposal. First, I have witnessed
too many people suffering from
"bell-shock," that combination of
throbbing headache, wincing and
utter disorientation that occurs
when someone innocently walks
past the bells in American Studies
when they are a-ringing. Woe be
unto anyone caught in the midst
of the jarring tintinnabulation. I
have learned to time my trips to the
hallway for safety.
For the benefit of campus healthcare providers, here are the symptoms of bell-shock: 1) staggering
and dizziness, 2) grinding of teeth,
3) near incontinence, 4) inability to .
remember the room to which the
victim was headed and 5) melted
wax oozing from the ear canal. The
only known cure is quiet isolation;
ideally victims should be placed in
a room with the soothing sounds
of whales and ocean waves piped in
over the intercom.
Second, I realize that the bells
help professors to know when to
stop lecturing, and I confess that
some of us enjoy talking at great
length and might be tempted co
continue long into the night without chimes to signal the end 0£ the
average attention span. And while
we're on the subject, thank goodness for the orchestra at the Oscars,
which has nipped many a rambling
acceptance speech in the bud.
However, in the interest of
silencing long-winded faculty,
the classroom bells have created a
Pavlovian response in students. No
matter what is going on at 10:50,
the bells always provoke the same
reaction: close book, stuff backpack,
exit room, rinse, repeat at 11 :50.
The teacher could be i.n the middle
of a statement of genuine profundity
or spiritual value (I'm not claiming
that I do this often, though I had
one or two moments last semester),
but it is virtually impossible to finish a sentence over the roar of the
bells and the subsequent frenzy to
flee the classroom. I am absolutely
convinced that if I started handing
out $20 bills at 10:49, some people
would leave on the bell without collecting.
Finally, the bells have a way of
confusing my life off campus. I am
increasingly finding it hard to sleep
because I keep waking up in a cold
sweat at 10 minutes till every hour.
My biological clock - men have one
too - is programmed to experience
fear and terror at that time every day.
Furthermore, the bells have played
havoc with my evening routine. During the daytime I am trained when to
do what, but I am completely lost at
night. I once watched an entire four'"
hour marathon of "Everybody Loves
Raymond" because I didn't have bells
to tell me to stop and do somethi.n g
else.
The only way I can break this
cycle of frustration is to pull the cord
on the bells. It's bad enough that we
compartmentalize education so much
that learning can only happen in 50
or 75-minute increments. We have
trained people to stop being curious
on cue. Can't students and teachers
be trusted to wrap up their presentations and discussions in a timely way
without the insult of a screeching mechanical wake-up call? If you agree,
I will be sitting in the hallway on the
third floor of the American Studies
building every day next week collecting petition signatures for my "Down
With the Bells 2008" campaign. Just
don't come at 10 minutes till - I'll
be in my office diving for cover.

suffers from an obesity epidemic at
one end of the spectrum, while at the
other end eating disorders are rampant.
Why the disparity? Not everyone suffers
from an eating disorder in the form of
starvation. Constant dieting, binge eating, neurotic calorie counting - these
f •.
are all forms of eating disorders fueled
by our society's warped image of what
"Girls think they should be
is good, beautiful and perfect.
Those good , beautiful and perfect
what they see on television
images are constantly portrayed in the
and in their latest issue of
media. Almost any female news anchor
Seventeen magazine. Teenor talk show hostess is thin and beautiage models sporting the latest fully made up. Our society's obsession
trends have no hips or thighs, with Hollywood is evident with entire
but they may be well-endowed television channels dedicated to the
fashion mecca (i.e. E! and the Style Netin the places that count."
work). N ot to mention our fascination
with striving for fitness - hundreds
the winning formula: large photo of of infomercials for the latest exercise
iiber-successful actress or celebrity-type video or equipment decorate the paid
gracing the cover surrounded by a mon- programming lineup of early morning
tage of topic teasers revealing the secret and late night television.
for dropping a dress size or melting off
It's sad to say, but women want to be
those last five pounds.
what they are told is beautiful. It may be
And it definitely does not stop with cliche to say, but thin is in. The truth is
women's magazines. The trend extends most women are not genetically wired
to the teenybopper genre as well. Simply to be so thin. That Eating Disorders
substitute a younger celebrity on the article says the "ideal thin" bodyweight is
cover and PG- 13 headlines in place of about 15 percent lower than the average
the racier R-rated grown-up versions.
woman's - and only 4 percent ofwomen
That's where I'm afraid the problem are "wired" to be so thin. That means
truly lies, at the root of our young of the approximately 150 million or so
America: o ur pre-t een and teen aged adult women in the U.S., 144 million
girls. Girls think they should be what of us should get rid of our belly-baring
they see on television and in their latest shirts and miniskirts, right?
issue of Seventeen magazine. Teenage
Magazines seem to tell those women
models sporting the latest trends have they're simply not measuring up to the
no hips or thighs, but they may be well- standard; rather they're measuring up too
endowed in the places that count.
much. So we relegate those women to a
What are our young nieces, little lower position in the beauty hierarchy.
sisters and future daughters going to And for many, their discouragement
think is the norm? What about those ignites a renewed fervor of self-criticism
bigger-boned girls among us who and disappointment. What a beautifully
simply bypassed the junior sizes one, dark cycle.
three and five and made a beeline for
Cosmo anyone?
MIC HAEL CLAXTON is an asthe nines and l l s? Are they doomed
sistant professor of Engli sh and a
to "sub- sexydo m" as a h ype rbolic KRISTEN KELLY is a guest confrequent contributor to the Bison
obese group.
tributor for the Bison and may be
and may be contacted at mdax~
It's quite interesting that America contacted at kkelly1 @hardrng.
tol @harding.edu •
·
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"People vote for their wallets - what's in it, and what's not in it more so than Iraq or anything in foreign policy."
-

The Fish
Wrap

KENNETH M. DUBERSTEIN, former chief of staff to President Ronald Reagan, disc ussing the
effects of a lagging ecomony on President Bush's legacy.

We Can't All

r

Climb Ab·oard The 'Staight Talk Express'
·Maverick McCain Provides Strength To Republican Ticket

N

exr Tuesday. we will more

than likely know the two
people who will be running for the office of presiden t of the
United States. Ir seems like this has
been a long rime in coming. And

Michael Crouch

he would be the oldest president robe

Guest

inaugurated for the first time (Ronald
Reagan was 73 when he was inaugurated for the second time in 1985).

Space

McCain is seen as a national hero
and a moral , well-respected man.

up fonElection Day: Hillary Clinton
and John McCain.

hear both sides and make up your own
mind.
And now, rime to play Nostradamus: I will attempt to predict the
future. Assuming ] am correct with

McCain vs. Clinton (and I won't be
surprised if I'm wrong), who will be
their VP running-mates?
My picks: A Democratic ticket of
New York Senator Hillary Clinton
and Indiana Senator Evan Bayh (also

"Conservative Republicans
will vote for McCain, yes, but
more so they will vote against
Clinton. Clinton's experience
card doesn's seem to play so
well against McCain."

vote against C linton. C linton's experience card doesn't seem to play well
against McCain.
Third, if you don't believe me, I'll
reference the polls. I know that polls

the ir former governor) versus the
Republican cicker of Arizona Senator

If he were to face McCain (who was
born in Panama and would be the first
president to be born outside the 50
states) it would be the largesr age gap

can be wrong (see New Hampshire),
but we can tru st rhem most of the
time. Only one Republican beats
C linton. Only one Republican beats
all three Democratic candidates.
That's right: McCain . Why? Because

John McCain and ... former Arkansas
Governor Mike Huckabee (but watch
our for Connecticut Senator Joseph
Lieberman).
So, good luck to Senator Clinton
and to Senator McCain; they both

McCain is more of a centrist than
any of the other candidates. He is

deserve our respect.

a straight-talker. And, for the most
part, he has been proven right, rime
and again.

member: politics is fun , but it's not

For the record, I am biased toward

the Republicans; I'll admlt char. Bur
you have to think that this is the best
ballot the Republican Party could
hope for (barring the entrance of NYC
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, but that
would be a different story altogether) .
Why is this good for the Republican Party? First, they aren't going
against Barack Obama. I know many

nor), seek to learn about him, and the
other candidates as well, or at least

Clinton , on th e other hand, is disliked
by more than a third of Americans.

if you're just now joining us for the
presidential campaigning, you haven't
missed anything that we can't catch
you up on.
The Nevada Caucuses and the
South Carolina Republican Pri1nary
are through reporting, and it see ms as
,.. if we have our front-runners, a march-

in presidential race history -

a larger

gap than Clinton-Dole from 1996.
However, Obama, the "candidate of
change," has not been material izing his

numbers at the polls well enough to

Conservative Republicans will vote for

McCain, yes, bur more so they will

Thanks for reading. And reeverything.

MICHAEL CROUCH is president
of College Republicans and may
be contacted at mcrouch@harding.edu.

So, before you let someone rel! you

of the Demotrats on our campus are

overtake Clinton's front-runner status.

Obama supporters, and they will be
glad to hear me say that he has the
best shot of beating any Republican.

Sigh of relief from the Republicans.

McCain is soft on immigration (which

Second, McCain is known as a

he is nor) or that h e is too entrenched
in the game of policies (which he is

rebel, a maverick, bur at 72 years old,

Look At The Person, Not The Party
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"If we attack the metro,
the emergency services
can't get there."
-An informant from
a Barcelona-based terror cell,
relaying the words of a wouldbe suicide bomber. The Islamic '
extremists were planning attacks
on public transport across Europe before the.ir arrest in Spain.

"Convenient access,
lower prices, safety, anonymity."
- Vincent Mehdizadeh,
speaking on his company's new
medical-marijuana vending machines operating in Los Angeles,
The machines, which require a
prescription, offer five strains of
the herb: Platinum Kush, Fire 0.
G., Bubba Kush, Purple Kush and
Wild Cherry.
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m erica is in dire need of
change. No doubt about it.

Jared Abelson

the men and women receiving our
votes can.

a candidate is nor wiJling to cross
the aisle and work with the other

With th at in mind, we must

side, then they are not headed in the

remember char our elected officials

right direccion. They do nor need a

cannot single-handedly change our
country for the better. Our government does nor work that way. Now
that old cliche about the impo rranee _of voting comes ba:k again. If..
America expe1=rn the Democrats and '"'
Republicans to work together, 'I say

vote, regardless of which party they
belong to.
I hope we all realize the imporJ
ranee of voting in this election,
because for a~l of rhe bad ne~s in the
world, ~~~\.nAS also goo,4,p~fVS. 1f 'f~
want to hear that good news, then.

we have

we will have to just e1iminate the

lo

stop voting for th e party

can succeed in anything from scrap-

ing chewed gum off the undersides
of elementary school desks to winning accolades as a Nobel-winning

physicist.
Americans can do it all. Or can
we?
At age 20, I realized a sobering
truth: I can't be anything I want

when I grow up.
Sure, when we are in kindergar-

ten, the sky was theoretically the
limit (especially if you wanted to be
a jet pilot or astronaut). Elementary
teachers are

programmed
to tell
students,

"Kids, the
boy or girl
sitting neXt

"At age 20 I
realized a so'bering truth: I can't .
be anything I want
when I grow up."

to you could
be the next
president of the United States." Yeah

right. Like the kid next to me with
his lingers exploring the insides of
his nostrils ever stood a chance at
ruling an entire country.
Becoming president is definitely

to change America for the better. If
\Ve hope to have a bright future, we

caking 'plaCe. "Each election year we
hear the same pr~rhises and slogans
over and over again. Voting is a n i1n pOrtant civic duty and a right we are

between the Democrats and Republicans in our country. Voters pick
one side and rarely cross the line
to vote for candidates of the other

fecting our nation. I cannot say who
has the correct answers to fix our
country. I do know that no matter
who is elected, Democrat or Repub-

must stand together. We will only
be unified if we elect a president
who will take the incentive to look
beyond the members of his or her

party.
So it should not be surprising to

lican, change will come.
History proves char progress

political party to run our nation.
Hearing that in the news would .be a

us that our elected officials do the

cannot be inhibited. Progress is not

great change of pace.

voting, th-ings seem to be getting

· worse rather than better.
Even though I am nor a political scientist, I think I have an idea

always a good thing though. Progress

Politicians know the way we vo te ,

can be made in the wrong direction.

and they work the same way. This is

I would say our country has been go-

where change must cake place. Our

ing in the wrong direction and there

votes cannot change anything, bur

is much room for improvement. If

JARED ABELSON is president of
College Democrats and may be
contacted at jabelson@harding.
edu.

Keep Bugs At Bay: Ways To Avoid The Flu
icks VapoRub occupies a

MIKE JUSTUS. M.D.

revered place in the cabinet

.of home remeQ.ies. Growing

House

Vicks was purchased in a 5 5-gallon
drum and ,slathered on each child's

Call

chest to fend off winter infections. A

smear of Vick! salve on the upper lip
" at bedtime was aimed at organisms

hiding in the nose.
Spare the Vicks; spoil the child.
•And there lies, the rub, because Vicks
VapoRub never claimed to be an ef-

possibility of secondary pneumonia.
A cough that produces tenacious

and/or blood-tinged sputum (a

up in our house, indU.striaJ:strengch

Ahigh degree of suspicion of in·fluenza can be confirmed in approxi-

mately 15 minutes with a test on
mucus obtained with a nasal swab.
By comparison, symptoms of the
common cold appear more gradually.

mucus-like secrecio n produced in the
lu ngs and bronchi that come up with

deep coughing) may be the first sign

symptoms in order to reduce viral
shedding by cough and nasal secre-

A chest X-ray and appropriate lab
testing will confirm the diagnosis. If

important for support of the body's

evidence for bacterial pneumonia is
discovered, aggressive treatment with

antibiotics should be prescribed.
Those individuals ac greatest risk
for complications from influenza are
children yo unger than two years and

Fever, body aches and ano rexia are less
common ~)'mptoms, bur discomfort
pro~uced by nasal congestion, sneezing and sore throat is more predict-

Influenza frequently begins with an

able.

abrupt onset of fever that m'ay reach

Antib iotics are ineffective treatments for viral infections. However, the possibility of developing a
bacterial infection associated with
influenza warrants careful monitoring. When symptoms of influenza
fail to resolve within five-to-seven

and patients who suffer from chronic
heart, lung or kidney problems are
more likely to experience greater morbidi ry from influenza.
Epidemics of influenza emerge
every l 5-to-20 years when influenza
antigens undergo some degree of
variation. Since flu vaccines are formulated based on Au virus subtypes
from the previous year, even individ -

days, evaluation should focus on the

uals who h ave been immunized may

four-to-five days, additional symptoms appear, which include fatig ue,

not be protected from mutations of
the virus lace in the flu season.
Treatment for influenza with oral
antiviral medication should be initiated within 48 hours of the onset of

of an advancing respiratory infection.

fective defense again.St germs.
Both infiuenza and the common
cold are caused by viruses; however, their clinical presentations and
prognoses are significantly different.

104 degrees. As the fever wanes over

adults older than 65. Pregnant women

tions. Adequate, rest and hydration are
immune system. Acetaminophen may

be helpful for relief of headache and
myalgias, but products containing aspirin should be avoided in individuals
yo unger than 18 because of associated
risks for Reye's syndrome.

Good hand washing and/ or use of
hand sanitizers containing ethyl alco hol help to reduce transmission of

viral particles. (Unfortunately, hand
sanitizer has not been approved for

use on the upper lip or for squirting
up the nose.)

DR. MIKE JUSTUS is a Harding
graduate and a family practice
doctor in Searcy. He is a frequent
contributor to the Biso~.

TALK BACK:
Do you feel the nation's economy affects you as a student?

.'

" Yes, the economy
affects us because gas prices
are up, intrest rates for student loans are up, it's harder
to get loans when you get
out of school to start a business or buy a home."
- Ryan Davenport, senior

child actor. Ever.
There's no Shirley Temple-esque
fame in my future for the obvious
reasons that 1.) I'm no longer in sec-

ond grade, and to a lesser extent 2.) I
don't have blonde, curly hair and 3.)
I've never sung abou~animal crackers

floating around in my soup.
However, growing up in an age

tion seemed to have its perks, but it's
not like any of us ever really tried to

the presidency, and each candidate
has their own views on the issues af-

· same thing in Washington, D.C.

in life.
For instancei I can never be a

I hope in this upcoming election,
each one of us wi1l look beyond parry politics for a candidate who wants

rhe last decade, I feel like each election has widened the gap chat exists

richly blessed to have. Still, I cannot
help bur feel that; for some reason,
"' the vo'tes I have cast in the past have
not mattered. On the contrary, after

but there are far less prestigious jobs

of the Olsen twins, Jonathan Taylor

about what is going on here. Over

• ache, often described as "splitting."

No Events

Yes, the billboards a·n d jingles on
the radio will tout America as being
the "land of opportunity" where man

bad. We can do this by voting and
holding rhose we vote for accountable for their actions while in office.

and find solutions to them.
HoWever, chis does nor seem co be

muscle/joint aches. Influenza may also
produce severe chest pain and a head-

FEB.6

answered.

rather than rhe candidate.
While I am a member of rhe College Democrats, I am not encouraging everyone to vote a stiaight
Democratic ti cker. A number of
legitimate candidates are vying for

• a dry cough, loss of appetice and

l.

ships, here's the realiry: You
have to lind your place in the big,
wide world. The standard accompanying questions of what kind of job
to take and where to live must be

that are extremely difficult - if not
impossible - to obtain at this stage

we do nor' have many options ocher
rhan to simply face our problems

V

or graduating seniors or students just looking for intern-

'

pace

t"

F

a long shot career path for anyone,

Guest
S

fer. Harding students and faculty gather pecans around the

Be President

Citizens Must Consider Candidate Over Affiliation When Casting Vote
I do not have to recount rhe
ma~y problems we as Americans face
both within our borders and abroad.
To be honest, I am tired of hearing
• all of rhe bad news in rhe world.
Many other Americans are on the
same page as lam.
.
...
Ju . rt.a N lJ. j J / , , ~ .
•
,
....
• Neil1(}"eivl!'ryw~C'1"grP,rtieoar«'n°·· "If i\rQ.1:rf~.1?/q)eds ,the Demo~;
lots ilfll~ kbout tH c:"me\:li'a chooscrats and Republica ns to work
ing to cover rhe bad news over the
t
th
I
h
t
t
good. Well, rhar may or may not be
o~e er, say we ave 0 s op
votmg for the party rather than
the case, but the bad news still rethe candidate."
mains ·regardless of how much news
coverage exists. So it looks to m e like

ALYSSA MORAN) The Bison
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" Yes, the econmony affects
me as a student, in that
things like gas prices and
skyrocketing rates are causing our bank accounts to
dwindle. Things as simple as
going to see a movie with a
friend is costing nea r $20."
- Drew McCand less, sen ior

"I think [the economy]
affects me, but not in a
way that I am constan ly

Thomas and later the Harry Potter
movie series, the child star occupa-

match their stardom.
I never even auditioned for a local
auto parts or office supplies commercial in my younger years, and

now look at me: I'm too old to be
the darling of Hollywood and critics
alike, loved by millions.
Forget a future as a pre-teen star

in my own Nickelodeon show, and
subsequently, my own recording
contract, hair product line and DVD
specials. My talents will never be
exploited by relatives in a misguided
quest to earn millions of dollars, and

I'll never spiral down into a pathetic
half-life full of drugs and late night
parties.

On second thought, it's all for the
best.

My other permanently unfulfilled destinies include becoming
an Olympic-caliber gymnast or any
kind of professional athlete.
Every good Olympic gymnast
stands less than 5-feet tall (a height
I long since passed) and is about 13
of 14 years old (a time in my life
I can thankfully not relive). Also,
it doesn't exacrly help that I have
a gimpy back and can only touch
my toes on rare occasions. Forget

the balance beam; I can barely do
a cartwheel. On second thought, I
don't think I've even attempted a
cartwheel in five years.
When I was four, I was never

willing to practice a sport for five
hours at a time. This definitely set
me way behind my peers who spent
every waking hour watching Sesame

Street and working our in the gym.
My laziness was a detriment to perfecting the perfect jumpshot .

By this point, I could only have
a future as a professional curling or

poker as those seem less physically
demanding.
Sadly, it looks like I won't be getting my mug on the Wheaties box or
my name on a Hollywood star any
time soon.

No matter what good-natured
lies your kindly kindergarten teacher

told you, not everything is possible.
Even at age 20, sometimes we're just
too old.

aware of it."

- Mallory Garfield, junior

AMANDA PRUITT serves as the
editor in chief for the 2007-2008
Bison. She may contacted at
akpruitt@harding.edu
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Doran-Goes

..

•

or1ng
Biology Professor Makes Trek To Galapagos Islands
"Books, films and
photos just don't do
the Galapagos justice.
I just kept singing to ·
myself 'This is My
Father's World."'

By DANIELLE KANIPE
features editor

I

n January of this year, Professor Ronald Doran seized
the opportunity to get up
close and personal with the one
location on earth that inspired
Darwin's theory of evolution
by natural selection. That's
quite a reputation for one
place to uphold, but Galapagos
delivered and Doran was not
disappointed .
A professor of biology,
Doran went to the Galapagos
Islands to learn as much as he
could about his field of study.
"My trip to the Galapagos
Islands was actually a Chautauqua [Institution] short
course listed as The Geology
and Ecology of the Galapagos
Islands. These National Science
Foundation-sponsored courses
are designed for teachers at the
smaller colleges and universities that don't-have doctoral
programs and are intended to
help teachers stay up-to-date in
their subject matter."
During his 37 years at
Harding, Doran said he has
enjoyed taking several of these
short courses.
"The courses always have
excellent teachers and this trip
was no exception."
Throughout his trip, Doran
was able to experience much of
the wild.life and natural beauty
offered by the islands.
- our daily routine after
breakfast consisted of making
a landing on one of the islands
and taking a two or three hour
hike to see all the plants, wildlife and geological features,"
Doran said.
"Then we went back to the
boat and went snorkeling for
an hour or two and then lunch
and then a siesta and then more
snorkeling followed by another
couple-hour hike. Supper was

Ronald Doran
professor of biology

followed by an hour of lecture
concerning che geology and
ecology of what we saw chat
day and then exhausted sleep
while we cruised to the next
island."
Doran said some of his

favorite highlights came from
seeing the exotic wildlife firsthand.
"I saw giant Galapagos
tortoises roaming free, brightly-colored marine iguanas
everywhere - in fact, you had
to be careful you didn't step
on them because they are nor
really afraid of people - which
is also true of most of the
animals there. Seeing 40-foot-

tall prickly pear cactus and trees
that are in the same family as
dandelions, seeing blue-footed
boobies and red-footed boobies
plunging straight down into the
ocean after fish, frigate birds
trying to steal the fish from the
boobies and albatrosses and
storm petrels all flying dizzy
circuits was simply awesome.
"It was also a blast to be
able to swim with the sea lions,
boccie nosed dolphins and on
one occasion, hammerhead
sharks," Doran said.
Anocher exciting aspect of
the trip for Doran was experiencing the spots that Darwin
himself had researched.
"Our naturalist showed us
the exact location in the Galapagos that Darwin visited and
took samples and specimens,"
Doran said. "I had researched
a lot about the islands before
the trip so I knew more or less
what to expect, but actually
seeing chose things was as if I
were in a dream world. Books,
films and photos just don't do
the Galapagos justice. I just
kept singing to myself 'This is
My Father's World."'
In addition to teaching Environmental Science, Ecology
and Botany, Doran is currently
serving his 35th year as sponsor

for Alpha Tau. He and his wife,
Dr. Faye Doran, have also been
involved in caking students on
summer mission campaigns to
most of the countries in Central and South America.
Doran said one of his greatest memories during his time
at Harding was being part of
the first group to go co the
Chile campus.
Some of the things he specifically remembers from that
trip include "deserts, geysers,
glaciers, icebergs, volcanoes,
llamas, penguins, che Pacific
ocean outside your windows,
great students, friendly local
people, wonderful church fellowship, good food, extremely
helpful missionaries, white-water rafting, hiking mountains,
kayaking, horseback riding etc.
By the way - you should see
Dr. Hopper in a wetsuit!"
Doran also acknowledged
the important role his faith
plays in his teaching.
"Withou t my fai th I
wouldn't be at H arding. One
of the pluses that the study
of natural sciences have over
most of the other fields of
study on campus - excluding
Bible of course - is chat we
are studying God's creation,
not man's. Romans 1:20
tells us that nature speaks to
the face chat there is a God.
The more I learn about rhe
intricacies of God's creation,
the more I am convinced chat
there is a God."
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Tank
Rolls
To
Super
Bowl
.
,

By AMANDA PRUITI
editor in c hi ef
BRANDON HIGGINS
sports edito r
Just before che scacc of che
2007-2008 NFL season, former
Harding linebacker Torrance
"Tank" Daniels was without a
ream afi:er he was cut in preseason

by the Philadelphia Eagles.
A regular season lacer, Daniels
will play in the Super Bowl as a
member of the New York Giants
as they will face the undefeated
New England Patriots on Sunday.
The game will begin ac 5:30 p.m.
in Scorcsdale, Axiz., and will be
aired on FOX.
Aside from his playmaking
ability on che field, frien ds and
coaches ate more impressed by
che way Daniels has remained
unchanged while working in che
star-laden NFL.
"He's standing true to his
faith and what he believes," said
Harding soccercoach and family
friend Greg Harris. "He could gee
caught up in that pro foocball
world, but he's maintained who
he is and what he's about."
While he appe= only in special
teains situations with the Giants,

Daniels earned his Harding fame
Photo courtesy of WALLY JARRAD
Current New ¥o rk Giants linebacker and special teamer Torrance Daniels takes the field in his first NFL season with the Philadelphia Eagles.
Daniels will play in the Super Bowl on Feb. 3 against the undefeated New England Patriots.

as a starring linebacker, compiling
237 tackles, forcing I 0 fumbles
and catching seven interceptions.

He earned All-Gulf Souch Confer-

ence honors rhree times.
'Tank is a great guy, and he's
worked super hard to get where
he is," said senior Hearh Adams,
who was Daniels' teammate for
two years. "His motor is always
running, and that's why he is
where he is."
Daniels recorded five tackles
not includi ng rhe plays made
from special teams last season in
Philadelphia. After leaving the
Eagles, Daniels signed with the
Giants' practice sq uad on Sept
19, several games into the season,
and he was added ro rhe active
53-man roster Nov. 27.
Since then, Daniels has been
on the active roster every game
except the 38-35 regular seasonending loss ro the Patriots.
Daniels was reactivated for
the playoffs, where the Giants
took on the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Daniels had one of his
best professionaJ games, recording
two tackles and forcing a fumble
chat led to a Giants field goal. The
Gian rs went on to win rhar game
24- 14 to advance to the second
round of rhe playoffs againsr che
Dallas Cowboys.
After watching Daniels shine
on the field against Tampa Bay,
Harding head coach Ronnie
Huckeba, who served as defensive
coordinator while Daniels \vas
at H ardi ng, said it was a typical
see TANK page 2b

Tucker Fuels Fire On,
Fights Fire o ·f f Court
By SHAYNA VARNER
student reporter

0

n any given game
night in the Rhodes
Field House, fans on
both sides quickly learn great
things come in small packages.
Pint-sized Lady Bison Kinsey
Tucker lights up the scoreboard
with 3-poinr field goals and
brings the crowd to its feec with
her scrappy, in-your-face defense. But don't let lter size fool
you. This 5-foor-5 senior guard
from Portland, Oregon, has
big aspirations: to ultimately
become a Portand firefighter.
As a junior, Tucker decided ro commit to become a
firefighter.
"I decided firefighting was
what God wants me to do,"
Tucker said.
In order co achieve her

ultimate goal, Tucker began her
journey by interviewing at firehouses across the tri-state area,
including Nashville, Tenn., and
Little Rock, Axk. In Nashville,
Tucker passed her first written

rest and was invited to participate in the physical fitness rest
along with a handful of men
who looked like they had been
training forever. Tucker said
she would not have had rhe
confidence co compete without
her Lady Bison teammates'
encouragement.

Kinsey Tucker Statistics
• Ranks first all-time in single-season free throw percent-

age (90. 2)
• 83.4 percent career free throw shooter
• Has averaged 9 .2 points , 3.6 assists and 3.3 rebounds
per game for her. HU career

"If no one believed in me
like they do , I wouldn't have
ever had the condidence to
enter a test where I'm compet-

ing against six foot, 180-pound
really fit guys," Tucker said.
The physical fitness tests
were intense obstacle courses
full of practical training aspects
of a firefighrer's performance
such as running flights of stairs
in full turnout gear - including Self Contained Breathing
Apparatuses and high-rise packs
- as well as sprinting with
truck hoses. Tucker said the
most challenging course activities were carrying rhe high-rise
pack up and down three flights
of stairs and dragging a 180pound dummy 200 feet to
"safery."
Despite this-rigorous physical evaluation, Tucker said her
experiences as a Lady Bison
have been a blessing.
"All of that is nothing compared ro the 6-minute mile we
run ar the beginning of school,"

Tucker said.
Tucker said her basketball
family has been - and continues to be - her crue source of
support through the ups and
downs.
"I would never in my wildest dreams have thought I could
actually go through the process
of becoming a firefighter, both
physically and mentally, if it
weren't for my coaches and
teammates," Tucker said.
"They have believed in me
from day one and have pushed
me every day to do things I
never thought I could do physically. Having people by your
side who believe in you on and
off the court is so rare. We have
so mething special here. We
have a family."
In August, Tucker said
she plans on testing with the
Portland Fire Department. And
no matter what, her Lady
Bison family will be behind
th e senior guard 100 percent
of the way.

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Lady Bison senior guard Kinsey Tucker calls out a play against Arkansas-Monticello on Jan. 12. Tucker had

eight points and four assists in the Lady Bisons' 68-60 win over the Cotton Blossoms.

Super Bowl Tickets Stick It To
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch

!

W :en you think of the
uper Bowl, what
o you usually think
of? Is it the great football? Is it
the chance to see your favorite players? How about rhe
potential for witnessing sporting history? Sadly, the honest
answer to these questions for
most Americans would be
"no." In fact, most people that
I know are just interested in

seeing what commercials come
on, or what the halftime show
will look like.
Nowadays, ticket agencies
are looking forward to the
Super Bowl more than anyone,
and not because they enjoy
football; they want to make the
big bucks.
And by big bucks, I mean
monster bucks. The types of
numbers that these agencies are
bringing in for the Super Bowl
are mind-boggling.
Would you like to venture
a guess as to what rhe average
resell price of a Super Bowl
ticket is? If you guessed $4,300,
then you are correct.
! love football just as much

as rhe next person, but $4,300?
Give me a break. Are there
nor better things rhar you can
do with that kind of money
instead of buying a ticker co a
game that is the most overhyped spores spectacle on
Earth? Sure, it's a chance co
witness sports history if the
Patriots win. Sure, it will be
a great atmosphere. "Who really needs to see the game that
badly? Could that money be
spent better? Let's break down
some numbers.
Whac can a Harding
University student buy with
$4,300? For starters, a student
could see more than 477 movies at The Rave in Little Rock

Th~

for nine dollars per show. All
you thieves who buy a chi!dren's ticket at the automated
teller, however, could see more
than 660 movies.
All you baked potato lovers
out there could buy 4,343 plain
baked potatoes at Wendy's, sans .
tax, of course. That same number could also be applied to the
junior baco n cheeseburger, and
the regular chili bowl.
And how much gas can you
buy with chat kind of money?
I'm glad you asked. At rhe current price of $2.91 per gallon,
you could gee more than 1,477
gallons of gas for the price of
the average Super Bowl ticket.
Finally, with $4,300, a Har-

Bank Account

ding student could gee hal(of
a semester's worth of books in
the HUB , depending on how
many pencils or notebooks you
want to buy, or three packs of
Reese's Peanut Butter Cups in
the HUMM.
According to ESPN.com,
ticket prices are as high as
$19 ,446 at ScubHub. That's
almost a dollar for every rush ing yard that Axkansas gave up
in the Cotton Bowl.
Jfl'm going to pay $19,446
for a ticket, then the Lombardi
Trophy better be included; in
fact, I should probably get a
Super Bowl ring as well - rwo
of chem, even. And I want
all of those shirts that they

hand our after rhe game to
the champs. as well as all the
leftove r shirrs rhar they made
for the losing team in case they
won. I should also get ro sir on
Tom Brady's shoulders for the
entire game while eating baconwrapped filer mignon.
Instead of all of that, I'll just
watch it on TV. Besides, if I
were actual1y there, I wouldn't
eve n get to see the commercials.

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bh iggi ns @harding.edu
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Exciting NCAA Basketball
Season Lies Ahead
CHRIS O'DELL

Guest Sports
Column

I

recently had a di~cussion
with several friends about
the entertainment value of
the college basketball season
prior to the NCAA tournament in March. 'lheir argument was that rhc season lacks
entertainment until the 64
selected teams duke it out for
the College Basketball National
Championship.
'Jhis year's March Madness
should, indeed, be an exciting
one; however, the 2008 season
contains multiple entertaining
storylines, players and teams
to keep an eye on rhroughout
the year.
To elaborate, ""e need ro
look no fu1rber than a certain
college baskethall team less
than two hours from Searcy.
The Memphis Tigers are currently 18-0 and have one of the
most exciting young players in
rhe nation: guard Derrick Rose.
The freshmen phenom is one of
multiple talented and athletic.
freshmen standouts that highlight an already eventful year.
Rose joins USC's O.J.
Mayo, Kansas State's Michael
Beasley, UCIA's Kevin Love
and Florida's Nick Calathes in
one of the most elite freshmen

classes in college' basketball
history.
With these and ocher scandouc young achleces on display
chis season. we could very well
have another freshman named
AP player of the year. Last
season, Texas swingman Kevin
Durant was sdeccc<l as the first
freshman to ever receive rhe
honor. The 6-foot-9 forward
finished fourth in the country in scoring (25.8 ppg) and
rebounding ( 11. 1 rpg), setting
the bar for this year's freshmen
class. He later declared for the
NBA draft and was taken with
tht: number two overall pick
behind Ohio State freshman
Greg Oden.
An outstanding freshmen
class isn't the only thing this
year's college basketball season
has to offer. It should also be
interesting to keep a lookout
for milestone achievements by
the men leading these players
fr0m the bench.
Legendary Texas 'lech head
coach Bobby Knight recently
earned his 900th career win
over a solid Texas A&M team.
'fhe victory wa.s Texas Tech's
third consecutive over the Big
12 conference rival Aggies,
and rhe 900 career wins ranks
Knight first in NCAA men's
college basketball history.
San Francisco head coach
Eddie Sutton is also seeking a
major coaching milestone. He
currently stands at 799 career
wins and is looking for his
800th career win this month.

CHRIS O'DELL is a guest
sports columnist for the
2007-2008 Bison. He may
be reached at codel l@harding.edu

Freshman Darnel Kirwa earned
a pair of victories in his first Harding
compet1t1on, running past the competition to win the 5,000 meters and the
mile at the Razorback Invitational at the
Randal Tyson Track Complex on Friday
and Saturday.
Kirwa, a native of Eldoret, Kenya,
crossed the finish hne of the 5,000 in

an NCAA II automatic qualifying time
of 14:03.35, finishing 41 seconds
ahead of second·place finisher Brandon
B1rdsong of Texas. Kirwa's time broke
the Harding record of 14:09.89 set
by current tea·mmate Artur Kern last
season.
Kirwa also posted an automatic
qualifying time for the mile with a
4:06.25.

· AnJEnda Prwtt

•

Lady Bison Tennis
Opens Today
The Harding Lady Bison tennis team
will open their season today against No.
11 Northeastern State.
Harding will begin the season
ranked No. 38 nationally after finishing
last season 22·7.

- Brandon Higgins

Whil(

Photo courtesy of WALLY JARRAD
Torrance Daniels looks to make a tackle against the Dallas Cowboys. Daniels recorded 237 career tackles
while at Harding. The All-American linebacker also had 34 tackles for loss, 17.5 sacks, 10 forced fumbles,
seven interceptions and four fumble recoveries in his career.

CONTINUED from page 1 b
performance.
"It was great to watch, but at
the same time, it didn't surprise
me that much," Huckeba said. ''.At
Harding, he was always great at
forci ng fumbles. It was something
we always practice, but he was
just one of those players who was

naturally good at it."
Harris, who watched the Super
Bowl last year with Daniels and
his family, said he will definitely
be watching this game differently
on Sunday. Not only will Harris
know a player, but he will also
be closely watching punts and
kick-offs.

"Normally, you never pay much
attention to special teams," Harris
said. "You'd be going to the fridge
during the kickoffi, but now you're
just glued to the TV It's just neat
to see him there."
Daniels and his family will
be living in Searcy during the
upcoming off-season.

-. Bisolls Picked To Flnisff:
Fifth In Gulf South West
By BRANDON HIGGINS
sports editor

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Senior shortstop Bo Whitaker makes an off-balance throw during a Jan. 30 practice. The Bisons will open
their season Feb. 5 against Northeastern State at 1 p.m.
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TANK: HU Alumnus On The Biggest Stage

Sports In Short
Kirwa Sets Record

It

Don't expect any West Coast
Conference rival of the Dons
to hand Sutton an easy win
though. Sutton and the Dons
will have to earn rhe milestone
victory che hard way.
Like every college basketball
season, reams are having to earn
each and every win, regardless
of how tough rheir opponent
appears.
The Texas A&M Aggies
found chat out the hard way
this past week when conference
foe Baylor University rook the
fighting Aggies to five overtimes before winning 116-110.
Baylor improved to 16-2 and
opened the eyes of many who
thought the Bears were just a
feel-good story rhis season. The
win was the Bears' first over
a ranked opponent since the
2002-2003 season, and it legitimized Baylor's first national
ranking in 23 years.
Baylor's signature victory
epitomizes the entertainment
value of every college basketball
season.
Sports fans, you don't have
co wait until March to see
great basketball. Just tune in as
quickly as possible and watch
an eventful season unfold, and
March Madness will be here
before you know it.

Deeper pitching, better defense
and a bevy ofveterans will be keys
for success for this year's Bison
baseball team.
Last year, the Bisons set a school
record for wins with a 34-22 campaign. This season, the Bisons are
picked to finish fifrh in the GSC
West preseason poll.
Head coach Dr. Patrick McGaha said this year's pitching
staff will be the deepest he's had
since he's been at Harding. After
the graduation of All-American
pitcher-.- and Kansas City Royals signee - Justin Phillips, the
pitching staff will no longer rely
on one dominant pitcher to get
wins; instead, balance throughout
the staff will be the goal.
"I think that we're deeper from
top to bottom on our pitching staff
than weve ever been," McGaha said.
"We have a lot of guys who can
go our and keep us in ballgames,
and win ballgames."
Returning pitchers for the
Bisons include senior Michael
Skinner and sophomores Gilbert
Tellez, Troy Keith, Brodie Brumley
and Brian McCrackin.
Several junior college transfers
will also see time on the mound
for the Bisons. DA Kremer could

see action as a conference starter.
Dakota Gardner and Shane Bishop
will also pitch a lot of innings.
Defensively, the Bisons will
look to shore up a defense that
ranked last in the Gulf South
Conference in fielding percentage
last season.
"In pitching and hitting, we
were in the top half of the col}ference last year, so defense has really
been a point of emphasis for us,"
McGaha said.
"Our o utfield will have lots
of speed. I think they'll have the
ability to go get a lot of balls that
should be base hits."
The outfield will be anchored
by All-GSC center fielder Adam
Darby, who made only four errors in 56 games last year. The
corner outfield positions could be
filled by any number of players,
including Dare Saul, J.D. Glenn,
Randall Hunt, Will McDonald
and Aaron Roberts.
On the infield, junior Wisely
Correa will see the bulk of the
playing time at third base, while
senior Matt Stevens will play first
base. Up the middle, seniors Bo
Whitaker and Zach Fisher will
play shortstop and second base
respectively. Junior Ryan Moody
will receive the majority ofthe time
behind the plate at catcher.
Offensively, the Bisons will
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employ a classic small-ball approach, using players at the top
and bottom of the lineup to get
on base and move runners over,
while the middle of the lineup
produces the bulk of the RBis.
"It's nothing new or special,"
McGaha said. 'We really emphasize
a team with a lot of speed that can
handle that bat, rather than a team
full of big home run hitters."
The offense will be led by
Darby, who led the conference
with a .404 batting average last
season, while hitting seven home
runs and driving in 58 runs.
"We are fortunate to h ave
Adam back this year," McGaha
said. "We were told by some
[Major League] clubs that they
were going to draft him after his
junior year, but that didn't happen
fOE whatever reason."
Bo Whitaker will also play a
big part in the middle ofthe lineup
after hitting .352 last season with
five home runs, six triples and 32
RBis. Two other .300-plus hitters - Wisely Correa and Ryan
Moody - will also contribute
heavily on offense.
The Bisons will play their first
game Feb. 5 against Northeastern
State at 1 p.m. The first conference
game for the Bisons will be March
15 against Southern Arkansas in
Magnolia, Ark.
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memories of growing up in the rural
South during the tate 1960s and
1970s uear Searcv, Arkaumts. The
memories. are ofa young boy who is
disadvantaged educationally but
gifted in sun.Jving in the deep wood:>

as a hunter, trapper, and fisherman.
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The ~'tones show his transtonnation
into a young scholar who became the

first in his family to attend college
and then to enter medkal school.
To Order:
www.tmffo.rd.com/07-2493

or l-888-232-4444
Prtce: $21 (US)

FRANK W. BROWN, MD

161 Pages
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What Is G'e ocaching?
By TROY MARRS
student reporter

..

Photo courtesy of WALLY JARRAD
mce Daniels looks to make a tackle against the Dallas Cowboys. Daniels recorded 237 career tackles
at Harding. The All-American linebacker also had 34 tackles for loss, 17.5 sacks, 10 forced fumbles,
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rmance.
t was great to watch, but at
e time, ic didn't surprise
at mµch," Hµckeba said. "Ar
ing, he was always great at
1g fumbles. Ir was something
ways practice, but he was
ne of those players who was

naturally good at it."
Harris, who watched the Super
Bowl last year with Daniels and
his family, said he will definitely
be watching this game differently
on Sunday. Not only will Harris
know a player, bur he will also
be closely watching punts and
kick-offs.

"Normally, you never pay much
attention to special teams," Harris
said. "You'd be going to the fridge
during the kickoffi, but now you're
just glued to the TY. Ir's just neat
to see him there."
Daniels and his family will
be living in Searcy during rhe
upcoming off-season.

isons Picked To Finisfi~
ifth In Gulf South West
By BRANDON HIGGINS
sports editor
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s include senior Michael
er and sophomores Gilbert
Troy Keith, Brodie Brumley
rian McCrackin.
era! junior college transfers
so see time on the mound
Bisons. DA Kremer could

see action as a conference starter.
Dakota Gardner and Shane Bishop
will also pitch a lot of innings.
Defensively, the Bisons will
look co shore up a defense that
ranked last in the Gulf South
Conference in fielding percentage
last season.
"In pitching and hitting, we
were in the top half of the conference last year, so defense has really
been a point of emphasis for us,"
McGaha said.
"Our outfield will have lots
of speed. I think they'll have the
ability co go get a lot of balls that
should be base hits."
The ou rfield will be anchored
by All-GSC center fielder Adam
Darby, who made only four errors in 56 games last year. The
corner outfield positions could be
filled by any number of players,
including Dare Saul, J.D. Glenn,
Randall Hunt, Will McDonald
and Aaron Roberts.
On the infield, junior Wisely
Correa will see the bulk of the
playing time at third base, while
senior Matt Stevens will play first
base. Up the middle, seniors Bo
Whitaker and Zach Fisher will
play shortstop and second base
respectively. Junior Ryan Moody
will receive the majority of the time
behind the plate at catcher.
Offensively, the Bisons will

employ a classic small-ball approach, using players ac the top
and bottom of the lineup to get
on base and move runners over,
while the middle of the lineup
produces the bulk of the RBis.
"It's nothing new or special,"
McGaha said. "We really emphasize
a team with a lot of speed that can
handle that bar, rather than a team
full of big home run hirrers."
The offense will be led by
Darby, who led the conference
with a .404 batting average last
season, while hitting seven home
runs and driving in 58 runs.
"We are fortunate to have
Adam back this year," McGaha
said. "We were told by some
[Major League] clubs rhar they
were going to draft him after his
junior year, bur that didn't happen
foF whatever reason."
Bo Whitaker will also play a
big part in the middle of the lineup
after hirring .352 lasr season with
five home runs, six triples and 32
RBis. Two other .300-plus hitters - Wisely Correa and Ryan
Moody - will also contribute
heavily on offense.
The Bisons will play their first
game Feb. 5 against Northeastern
State at I p.m. The first conference
game for the Bisons will be March
15 against Southern Arkansas in
lylagnolia, Ark.
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This book is a tollection of
memories of growing up in the rural
Sol.Ith during the tate 1960s and
1970s near Searcy, Arkausas. The
memories are of a young boy who ls
disadvantaged edu.cationally but
gifted in surviving in the deep wood.~

as a nunrer, trapper, and fisherman.
The stories show his transformation

into a young scholar who became the

To Order:
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6. The normal things that you would take on a short day hike... water,
first-aid kit, sunglasses, insect repellent, sunglasses and a hat.

caches in their area and then
log their success or failure to
find them.
Making an account is free
at geocaching.com and it only
takes about five minutes. After
chat, ic might take most of your
free time if you get sucked into
the sport.
But where is the fun if the
GPS unit takes you right to the
spot? First, the GPS unit only
gees you to within about 10 fec:t
of the cache, and second, the
cache is hidden - from other
geocachers and from "muggles,"
the unknowing people that
may stumble onto a cache and
not know what it is.
The culture of the geocaching nation is great. There are
many programs to help take
care of the earth as people are
out caching. CITO is an example of one, which stands for
Cache In, Trash Out. Cachers

on their hunt gather trash they
see and dispose of it properly as
they finish the hunt.
"I see places where caches
are that I walk by everyday,"
Christensen said. "Now I know
that they are there and I can't
help bur smile and think of
all the people that don't know
about geocaching."
The real fun comes in all
' the great places that you will
go while geocaching. You can
explore many new parks and
trai1s right in your area that were
previously unknown to you and
discover caches in places that
you walk by on a daily basis.
There are more than 100
cache sires within Searcy city
limits, and almost IO on campus.
If you want co see what it's like
find someone who already caches
and ask to go our with them. But
be careful, because you might
become hooked on the hum.

younger sister Tess (Malin Akerman) to complicate matters.
Tess, being the rypical
younger sister, not only crashes
in on her sister's life, but also
begins daring the amazing
George. Meanwhile, Kevin is
secretly writing a story about
Jane. Amidst all of chis, Jane is
stuck making an awkward decision: does she go ahead a!'d
plan her sister's wedding to
George, the man she loves, or
does she fight and tell everyone how she truly feels?
"27 Dresses" is not necessarily the next big romanticcomedy, bur it is perfect for
chose nights when you're just
looking for something simple
and cute. The case is great and
a person can even get some
good laughs at the witticisms
tossed around throughout
the plot. Be sure to not go in
with overly high expectations
because no matter how cute
Heigl and Marsden are, even
they can't save this plot.

(Edward Burns), to notice how
attractive Kevin is. Typical to
most movies, Kevin and Jane
strike up a friendship afrer
he relentlessly bugs her until
she agrees co talk to him. As
if Kevin and George aren't
enough, in comes Jane's crazy,
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TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Three members from the a cappella ensemble Chapter 6 perform during their concert in the
Administration Auditorium on Tuesday.

'Juno' Delivers Humor
By CARSON FANT
student reporter

Y

ou're like che coolest
person I've ever met,
and you don't even
have co try," Juno tells Paulie
Bleeker, her baby's father.
"I try real hard, actually," he
responds.
Director Jason Reitman,
who made his feature-film
debut with 2006's "Thank You
for S~oking," and first-time
screenwriter Diablo Cody
have made one of the most
enjoyable movies in a long
being told her baby already has
time and did so seemingly
fingernails.
effortlessly.
Now Juno has to teH her .
Reitman and Cody sidedad and step-mom, played
step excess quirkiness and
sentimentality to tell a hilariby J.K. Simmons and Allious and moving tale of a high
son Janney. They are disapschool girl and an unwanted
pointed, secretly wishing the
pregnancy.
bad news were expulsion from
Ellen Page plays Juno Mac- school or a DWI, bur they
know Juno knows she made a
Guff in an unforgettable role.
Juno is a girl who is different
mistake and lovingly supfrom the popular cliques yet is port her through this difficult
so charming that no one can
time.
Juno d ec id es to give-the
dislike her. She has a thing for
Paulie, played wonderfully by
baby up for adoption to a
Michael Cera ("Superbad") ,
suburban couple played by
Jason Bateman and Jennifer
and seduces him one evening
because, as she claims, she was Garner. Garner's character,
Vanessa, desperately wants to
"bored."
Like most high school kids, be a mother, perhaps more
so than her husband , Mark,
they don't always 'know how
wanes to be a father.
co act around each other, but
While Vanessa is working
some of the sweetest moments
in the movie come when the
overtime and shopping for the
baby, Juno and Mark strike
express co each ocher how
they feel.
up a friendship based on their
love for rock music. Despite
Back to the pregnancy.
warnings from her seep-mom
Paulie is stunned and frightened when he hears the news,
chat th ere are boundaries she
shouldn't cross, Juno visits
but does his best co support
Mark occasionally because
Juno, who at first wants to get
a "hasty" abortion hue can't
she sees him as a rrue friend
and a peer she hasn't found
go through with it afrer being
anywhere else. Bateman's
inside an abortion clinic and

character is still holdin g on to
his dream of being a rock star
and appreciates Juno's gen uine
love for music. It doesn't hurr
that she also sees him as a
coo l guy and not a yuppie
suburbanite.
Her friendship with Mark,
as well as Mark and Vanessa's
relationship, reach Juno a lot
about love between two people
and the dangero us dynamics of
relationships. As much as this
story is about Juno's pregnancy, ir is also a story about her
relationship with Paulie and
their dealing with grown-up
problems ac a young age.
lhe success of "Juno" and
"Thank You for Smoking" have
to make Reitman one of the
most promising young directors
working today. Although working with a much differen t story
than "Thank You fo r Smoking,"
he has added small couches
like clever voice-overs and an
engaging soundtrack that help
borh movies stand ouc.
Cody also seems to have
an extremely bright future
after penning this dynamite
script. The movie is chock-full
of great quotes without ever
seeming overly written . Her
characters are smart enough
that they really could be this
sharp and wirry.
Page has deservedly been
receiving award buzz. She
earned a Golden Globe nomination for best actress and
just lase week received an Oscar nomination. Page gives
Juno her sense of huinor, her
charisma, her vulnerable innocence.
Sh e makes us hope for th e
best for Juno in her cough
situation and wish we had a
friend just like her.
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5. A good set of gloves (there are plenty of places that you
wouldn't normally be sticking your hands into).
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4. A digital camera to record your adventures and finds.

Harding Squirrels

ftr:,.t in his family to attend college
•nd then to enter medic~! school.

3. A pen for signing the log books.

I

2
Guardian of the Memories: Searcy
Frank W. Brown. MD

2. A backpack or bag to carry everything.

By FARRON MARTIN
student reporter
r's every girl's fantasy and
nightmare rolled into one.
The old adage "Always a
bridesmaid and never a bride"
definitely sums up the life of
Jane (Katherine Heigl), a girl
who has dreamed of her wedding all her life, bur is stuck being in all her friend's weddings
and never her own.
"27 Dresses" starts off with
Jane bustling between two
different weddings in one
night, both of which she is a
bridesmaid in. She catches
the attention of Kevin Games
Marsden), a writer from the
"New York Journal" who just
happens to cover the wedding
scene of Manhattan. When the
rwo meet, they go through che
typical banrer of any cynical
newspaper writer and perpetual
bridesmaid.
Jane, however, is coo busy
dreaming of her boss, George

Chapter 6 Keeps Audiences Entertained

1. A GPS unit and extra batteries. A Garmin handheld unit can
be purchased for just over $100.

'27 Dresses' Goes By The Numbers

interceptions and four fumble recoveries in his career.

3b

The Basics

I

r is a high-tech pirate's
treasure hunt, an adventure game where players
use their GPS units to search
for hidden caches, commonly
known as geocaching (pronounced geo-cashing, like
cashing a check). Someone
hides a conrainer of inexpensive
knickknacks called a cache.
They then post the latitude and
longitude of the cache on the
Internet and ocher people go
hunting for it. If you find it,
you trade knickknacks and sign ,
a log to record your visit.
Participating in a cache hunt
is a good way co take advantage
of the features and capabilities of a GPS unit. From the
remote wilderness co urban
landscapes, caches are all over
the world. There are 508,520
active caches worldwide and
their locations are shared on
the Internet.
"I like to hike every chance
that I can get, just for the
enjoyment of being outside,
Junior Casey Christensen said.
"Now I hike for the enjoyment
and for the hunt."
While there are many Web
sires that support geocaching,
there is one main Web site
that for the game, and it is by
far the most used. More than
42,000 hunters use geocaching.com to get the locations of
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Barnes ~Takes Show To Crowd
By MARISSA SHEPARD
student reporter

I

s.he a musician or a comedian? Is he just a performer
or an entertainer? If you
have ever seen Dave Barnes
in concert, you would be
convinced he is an entertainer. Whether he is simply
a musician and nothing else is
something to be debated.
After months of anti,c ipation, the day finally arrived
for Dave Barnes to perform at
Harding University. Being a
fan of his for the past year, the
date immediately went down
on my calendar to secure a
slot for my attendance.
The Administration Auditorium on Harding's campus
was packed with students and
locals to hear this Nashville acoustic guitarist. The

atmosphere was that of a
coffee shop where people were
mingling and talking in the
effects of the smog machine
and dimmed lights. As soon
as the lights went down, fans
broke out their cameras and
flashes were lighting up the
auditorium as if welcoming
Barnes to the stage. A few
times, Barnes was even taken
back by the Rashes and the
adoring fans yelling, "I LOVE
YOU DAVE!"
Barnes encouraged the audience to participate in singing
along with the songs they knew.
Fans were even able to sing pan·
of the song for him.as he inyited
the audience to sing the backup
to "Everybody But You." He
performed numerous songs
rrom his past CDs and had the
audience singing and clapping
along. His selections included,
"Butterflies," "Greyhound," "On

a Night Like This" and "Until
You." His encore performance
was a rendition of "On a Night
Like This" that will appear on
his fifth album.
Not only is Barnes an incredible acoustic guitarist, but
he also knows his way around
the crowd. Numerous times,
the audience was in an uproar
of laughter as Barnes told stories about his songs and simply
tried to entertain his fans .
For those in the audience
who decided to stay after the
concert, Barnes appeared for
pictures and a m eet-and-greet
session where some adoring fans were able to snap a
picture or two with him and
get his autograph on their
purchased paraphernalia.
Barnes has released four
CDs and fans are eagerly
anticipating the arrival of his
fifth in April.

Powerhouse Performance

I

ALYSSA MORAN The Bison
Dave Barnes kept audiences wanting more during his concert in the Admin. on Jan. 19.

To Count A Mockingbird
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH
assistant news editor

January 28
• (1878) Yale Daily

January 30
• (1815) Burned
Library of Congress
reestablished using
Jefferson's 6,500
volumes'.

News published, 1st
college daily newspaper.

• (1915)

'
U.S. Presi- .
dent Wilson refuses to
• (1939) Hitler calls
prohibit immigration
for extermination of
of individuals who are
European Jews.
illiterate.

January31
• (1865) Congress

January 29
• (1984) President
Reagan formally announces he will seek a
second term.

• (1861)

Kansas , the
American Hearland,
becomes the 34th state.

passes 13th Amendment, abolishing slavery
in America.

February 1
• (1790) The
United States Supreme
Court convenes for the
1st time.

• (1893) Thomas
Edison completes the
world's 1st movie
studio.

• (1960) Four
students stage first civil
rigltts sit-in at Greensboro, N.C.

I

• (1950)

President
Truman OKs building
of the hydrogen bomb.

• (1965) Peter Jennings named anchor of
ABC's nightly news.
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eering through my binoculars on the frosty-aired
morning of Dec. 16,
2007, I was admittedly a bit
startled at the scene. Dozens of
golden eyes glowed amid dark
feathers on a cryptic, bare tree,
the sight emitting a Halloweenlike aura. But I need not have
feared, for these Rusty Blackbirds desired neither blood nor
Resh, but merely plants and
insects. And all I desired was
to enjoy the natural beauty
of rural Lonoke County, AR,
while counting birds for science
on this 108th annual Christmas
Bird Count.
The CBC was instituted
in 1900 when conservation's
grip was first seizing America
in many respects. As hunters
engaged in Christmas "Side
Hunts," which entailed hunters
picking sides and competing to
kill the most game, ornithologist Frank Chapman, an officer
of the early Audubon Society,
envisioned an alternative
activity: counting, rather than
hunting, the birds. ·
Chapman's idea became
reality on Christmas Day 1900,
when 27 birders participated
in 25 counts across North
America, from California to
Canada. Ninety bird species '
were recorded during the first
CBC. Compared to the year
1900, contemporary CBCs
are collaborations of about
58,000 birders in roughly
2,000 counts, spanning 23 days
between Dec. 14 and Jan. 5.
Nearly 1900 species were recorded during the 107th CBC,
the CBC of Dec. 2006.
The dynamics of a single
CBC today encompass count-

'

ing birds within a 15-milediameter circle; 10 or more
birders split up into groups to
follow predetermined routes
in which every wild bird seen
is counted. Part of the CBC's
allure is that since every individual bird of every species is
counted, even the common
birds, like European Starlings
and House Sparrows, carry
value in the grand scheme of
things. Since so much time
is devoted to examining each
witnessed bird, the chances of
seeing uncommon birds escalate. The results of each count
excitement for birders seeking
to leave no feathered friend
behind, and the final results
are compiled as data to benefit
conservation biology.
In addition to the Rusty
Blackbirds glimpsed on the
Lonoke CBC, my group was
fortunate enough to see some
unusual birds for this particular
count; we stared in disbelief as
eight American White Pelicans
skimmed across an elevated
wetland barely within ~ur field
of view, gliding with vibrantwhite poise and their domineering presence that dwarfed
the other waterfowl. Another
highlight of this count included
hearing faint tinkles resembling
bells resonating from a flock
of Horned Larks. As the count
neared its finality at sunset,
Gadwall ducks glimmered
golden in the sunlight as Great
Horned Owls heralded night's
coming.
I enjoyed this CBC in
Arkansas so much I decided
to participate in another one
once I had arrived in Wisconsin for my Christmas break.
While this count reaped fewer
bird species, the fun factor
remained elevated as the group

trudged through enchanting
cedar forests dusted in snow.
Piercing the placid, crystalline scene, a chattering Belted
Kingfisher fluttered heartily
over the frozen river, proving
that life was still flourishing
in this environment. Savoring the wonder of a sparkling
landscape strewn with some
hardy birds, group members
laughed and enjoyed each
other's company in the spirit
of celebrating nature. Topping off a fine count, my
group later found a single
Eastern Bluebird, a glorious
blue and orange delight that
should have flown south to at
least southern Illinois. All in
all, between the pure country air, cheery faces flushed
from the cold and the myriad
and marvelous birds seen,
the experience for me was a
definite highlight of my break
and year.
Though the pleasurable
and positive CBCs have
passed for a while, the birding
fun need not stop. The Great
Backyard Bird Count takes
place from Feb. 15-18 of this
year, requiring participants to
count birds for a minimum
15 minutes across the days.
Details on how to enjoy the
GBBC, a simple way to contribute to conservation, are
found at this website, www.
birdsource.org/gbbc/.
Also, one can get in touch
with a local Audubon Society
and accompany birders on
field trips to count bird species and post the results on a
birding listserv, like the Birds
of Arkansas Discussion List
found on www.birdingonthe.
net. No matter what season,
counting and appreciating the
birds is an exciting activity.
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